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ÀBSTRACT

The Concurrent Graphics Package (Cgp) is a software sys-

tem designed to aid in the development of graphics applica-

tions by providing a high-Ieve1, interactive, device-inde-
pendent graphics environment. CGP provides facilities for:

o producing graphical output through the use of output

primitives
o obtaining graphical input through logical input devices

o defining and manipulating multiple independent graphic

environments (called Graphports) which include:

- primitive output attributes
- multiple echo types for each logical input device

- independent world coordinate systems

- geometrical transformations

This thesis discusses the design and implementation of this
graphics system.
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION

1 .1 INTERACTIVE COMPT'TER GRÀPHICS

Interactive computer graphics is a means of providing a

communications link between a human and a computer. A com-

puter program constructs and manipulates visual information

consisting of pictures and text. This information is pre-

sented to the user on a graphical output device. By using

graphical input devices the user conveys information to the

computer program. This information may:

r describe a picture
o include numeric or textual data

o refer to portions of the displayed picture
o select functions or options to control the processing.

Interactive graphics is

of choice for man/machine

sons for this are:

becoming the medium

Several major rea-

i nc rea s i ngly

interaction.

1 Bandridth - Graphic output provides a much higher

bandwith to a human user than can be obtained by tex-

tual information alone. The Chinese proverb "a pic-

ture is worth a thousand words" refers to this human
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ability to quickly and effortlessly process visual

images.

2. Interactive Interactive systems support a much

broader range of applications than batch systems and

do so in a manner which caters to human productivity.

For example, online program developmenL facilities
such as those provided by MÀNTESl, UNIX2, and ISPF3

have long been recognized as great human productivity

aids in the program development area. In addition,

interactive graphics make possible many applications
which would not be possible (or would be very awkward

to use) in any other environment. Two such examples

are Computer Aided Design (CaO) systems and simula-

tors such as flight trainers.
3. User Friendly People enjoy working with visual in-

formation. An application which employs pictures is
much more likely Èo interest a human user than one

which only uses text. For example, people would much

rather look at a colourful graph than at a table of

figures. Secondly, people are more productive and

learn better when they are interested. Interactive
computer graphics provides a means of developing

these interesting user friendly interfaces for the

1 l¡aHTES is the MANitoba Text Editing System developed at
the University of Manitoba.

2 UNlx is a trademark of BeIl Laboratories.
3 lSpf is the System Productivity Facility developed by IBM.
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users of computer systems.

Reduced Hardware Cost,r/Performance Ratio - Until re-

cently, graphics hardware was primarily expensive

special purpose equipment which was dedicated to

critical applications. Today, performance has im-

proved and costs have dropped so dramatically that

even many of the less expensive personal computers

have some general purpose graphics capabilities.
Graphics is now within the reach of practically all
applications.

High-Level, Device Independent Graphics Softvare - À

graphics package provides a standard, high-leveI ap-

proach to the developing of graphics applications"
This relieves the developer of the tedious, low-leveI

and often idiosyncratic details of different graphics

hardware configurations. These packages do for the

graphics application developer what high-level pro-

gramming languages have done for the developer of

more traditional software.

Interactive computer graphics allows the development of ef-
ficient and productive man/machine interfaces. The reduc*

tion in hardware costs combined with availability of high-

Ievel device-independent software make it economically and

technically feasible for most applications to use graphics.

4

5
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1 Ò 2 SPECIAT, REOUIREI,ENTS OF INTERACTIVE g&AEHICS

DÍsplay Device and Display Processor - À display de-

vice is typically a colour or monochrome monitor

which is controlled by a special display processor.

Two major technologies are in use today: the vecÈor

display, and the raster display. Both of these tech-

nologies use cathode ray tubes (cRTs) which display

the desired image by illuminating phosphorous eIe-

ments on the screen. Refresh buffers are maintained

by the processors to indicate which phosphorous e1e-

ments are to be illuminated. The organization and

content of these buffers differ greatly between the

two technologies.

Interactive graphics applications are in many vrays no

different from any other computer application. The applica-

tíons receive input, perform processing and produce output.

The applications also require a combination of hardware and

support software in order to run. The differences lie in

the types of hardware and support software required. The

following sections provide a brief description of these spe-

c ial requirements.

1.2.1 Hardware

1

The vector

which are used

di splay' s

to guide

buffer consists

the direction
commands

intensi ty
of

and
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of the electron beam that causes the phosphorous ele-
ments on the CRT screen to g1ow. Phosphorous quickly

Ioses its luminosity when not excited by the electron

beam. Therefore, the image must be retraced approxi-

mately thirty times a second to avoid flicker. Very

complex pictures, reguiring many commands in the

buffer, cannot be traced fast enough to produce a

flicker free image.

The refresh buffer maintained for a raster device

contains a map which has a one-to-one correspondence

with the individual phosphorous elements on the

screen. À pixel (picture element) in the map indi-
cates how bright or what colour the corresponding

pixel on the screen should be. An image is dispJ-ayed

be directing the electronic beam over each pixel on

the screen (row by row) varying the intensity accord-

ing the corresponding pixel values in the map. The

screen must stilI be refreshed approximately thirty
times a second, but the picture complexity no longer

has any effect on the refresh rate. Cheaper display

devices can be used since the movements of the elec-
tronic beam are much simpler than those required by a

vector display. Raster devices also have the advan-

tages of supporting solid areas and colour which are

difficult for vector displays. Raster technology is
therefore quickly becoming the dominant one in graph-

ic display devices.
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2. Irocator Devices - A locator device provides location

information, usually in a two dimensionai coordinate

system, based upon its current location. Mice, tab-

Iets, light pens, and joy sticks can all be used as

Iocator devices.

3. Val"uator Devíces - A valuator provides a real number

based upon the current setting of the device. These

devices usually take the form of dials or slide con-

trol s .

4. Choice Devices - À choice device provides a single

positive integer to indicate a selection from a set

of options. Buttons on a mouse or a key pad are com-

mon forms of this device.

5. Pick Devices - A pick devices allows the "picking" or

identifying of a particular object or area in the

displayed image. À light pen is the standard pick

device.

6. Keyboard Devices - An alphanumeric keyboard is cer-

tainly not just a graphics device, but it is one of

the fundamental devices required for interaction with

a graphics appJ-ication.

7. Other Devices - There are many special purpose graph-

ics devices which are not normally supported nor re-
quired by most graphics systems. Àdditionally, there

are many other common devices such as CPUs, disk

drives and printers which are required (but not ex-

clusively) by graphics applications.
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1 .?.2 Sof tware

The requirements for graphics support software by an ap-

plication depends upon how much work is to be done by the

application code itself and how portable the application

needs to be. There are three broad ranges of graphics sup-

port software:

None - The application program must directly control

all the graphics devices. These devices are typical-
Iy controlled via special interface equipment which

will relay control and status information to and from

the device. This is a very low-level device-depen-

dent interface.
Irow-Irevel Software Packages The manufacturers of

graphics equipment often provide a set of subroutines

or macros to perform rudimentary operations. This

relieves the programmer of some of the details and

may even provide a standard interface to a particular

line of the manufacturer's devices. These packages

are st.i11 relatively low-level and are not truly de-

vice independent.

High-Level Software Packages The actual services

provided by any two packages may vary greatly. They

do, however, provide a standard high-leveI approach

to producing output (primitives) and interacting with

users (Iogical input devices). Such a package will
isolate applications from any device peculiarities of

2

3
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a given implementation. These packages are typically
implemented as a set of subroutines in a high-Ievet

language. The high-Ievel language enables the appli-
cation to run on a variety of processors. In addi-

tion to providing portability, these packages usually
provide a high-1eveI graphics environment which em-

bodies nany graphics concepts such as three dimen-

sional- projections, coordinate system transforma-

tions, vrindows, viewports, clipping, picture

segmentation and geometric transformations. In such

an environment the application developer can concen-

trate on application dependent matters rather than

the details of device control and implementation of

the graphics environment.

1.3 ovERvrEw

This thesis discusses the design and implementation of

the latter type of graphics support software mentioned

above. Many of the concepts used and approaches taken were

influenced by other graphics systems. In particular the

Graphics Kernel System (C¡tS) and the Association for Comput-

ing Machinery's (¡Cu) Core proposal were very instrumental

in the development of the Concurrent Graphics Package (CCp).

The remainder

chapters. The

cepts which must

of this thesis is divided into three major

first discusses graphics and software con-

be understood in order to develop and use a
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high-Ieve1, device-independent graphics system. The next

chapter discusses the actuai design and impiementation of

CGP, It includes explanations of how CGP's design criteria
were used to guide the decisions required in implementing

the concepts developed in the previous chapter, The last
chapter is a presentation of the CGP application interface.
It describes how an application programmer can use CGP to

develop interactive graphics applications.



Chapter II
CONCEPTS

This chapter discusses the concepts required to develop

and use a portable interactive graphics software package

such as CGP. Software design and engineering concepts are

employed to address the portability, reliability and main-

tainability requirements of the software system. Graphics

and mathematical concepts are required in the design, imple-

mentation and utilization of t.he graphics environment and

other features supported by the graphics package.

2.1 SOFTWARE PORTABITITY

Software portability refers to the capability of running

the same software on different machines or in different op-

erating environments. The fewer and less extensive the

changes required to transport the software, the greater its
portability is. Portability is extremely important for sev-

eral reasons:

Larger Softrare Markets It is much more economical

to develop a single software system to seII or use

which runs on IBM mainf ramesr orì VÀX minis, and on

personal computers, etc. than developing separate

systems for each.

1

10
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2. CornpatibíIity - It is very common in this day and age

for people to make use of several different computer

systems. For example, the PC on an office desk can

be used stand alone or as a terminal to access the

corporation's mainframe. Software compatibility be-

tween these two systems reduces the amount of systems

with which the user must learn to cope. Software

compatibility afso aIlows the migration to and from

the mainframe, the PC, and other environments as re-
quirements arise.

3. Extending Softrare Life Cycles - computer hardware is
rapidly changing. Installations are constantly up-

grading their processors, storage devices and other

eguipment. Software which is tied to a particular

device or hardware configuration quickly becomes ob-

solete.

The development of a portable software package such as

CGP must approach portabi1iLy from tTùo levels. The uItimate

goal is to make the applications which use the package com-

pletely portable (application portabitity). This involves

ensuring the interface between the application code and the

package does not introduce any device or other dependencies

that would tie the application to a particular software im-

plementation or hardware configuration. However, transpor-

t.ation of the application to a different computer system re-
quires that the package also be available on the new system.
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This implies the package itself must be portable (package

portability). This Eype of portability is harder to achieve

since some portions of the package must control the devices

and/or interface with nonportable system code. Figure 1 i1-

Portable
Application
Code

Àppl icat íon/eackage
I nter face

Por tabte/NonPo rtable
Package Interface

Low-level
Dev i c e-dependent
Graphics Package
Code

Figure 1: Application and Package Portability

High-1eve1 Portable
Graphics Package
Code

Iustrates the two leveIs of portability.
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Software portability is only an issue because computer

hardware is not porÈable. Different CPUs have different in-
struction sets. Different disk drives respond to different
commands, and so on. Since software runs on and controls

nonportable hardware it must also be nonportable at some

1eve1. Therefore, efforts to make software portable must

concentrate on nínimizing and isolating aIl dependencies

(hardware and software) on a particular installation. Fig-

ure 1 illustrates the separation of device-dependent and de-

vice-independent code.

Abstraction and packaging techniques are used to isolate
and minimize dependencies in software systems. Device-inde-

pendence involves developing an abstract model for a general

category of devices or processors. This model incorporates

the basic features and capabilities of this general device

class to form a high-Ieve1, device-independent interface

known as the logical device. (For example, a high-leveI

Ianguage such as PASCAL provides an abstraction of the basic

capabilities provided by the instruction set of a computer.)

The logical device interface can be used for many devices

whose hardware characteristics could be quite different.
This means that any code on the application side of the in-
terface is portable, while code on the device side of the

interface is at least partially nonportable. By carefully
isolating the device-dependent code in small black box mod-

u1es, the software system can be transported and/or main-



Lained with a minimaL

device driver mocrules

support new devices.

OnIy these

rewriclen in

Logieal devices provide a standard, device-independent

manner for an application to do its processing. However,

because the interface is generalized, it may not make the

most efficient use of a particular device and may not be

able to use special features of a particular device. eppli-
cations which require very high performance may have to for-
go portability and high-Ievel packages in order to obtain

the necessary performance leveIs. In general, portability

and programmer productivity factors far outweigh the rela-
tively smaIl performance improvements v¡hich can be realized.

2.2 GRAPHIC OUTPUT

The main purpose of a graphics package is to provide an

interface between an application program and a graphics dis-
play device. This interface defines the logical graphics

display device. It should be a high-Ievel abstraction of

the basic features available on most general purpose display

devices while providing a convenient means for the applica-

tion to describe the pictures it wants to display.

amount of

wiil need

work.

to be

14

low-1eveI

order to
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2.2.1 Output Primitives

The output interface is shaped by the requirement,s of ap-

plications and the constraints imposed by the need for a

general purpose interface. The application program must

maintain data structures containing the geometric and other

information required to describe the object(s) it wants to

display. The graphics package could generate the picture

directly from these data structures since they contain all
the necessary information. This seemingly ideal high-leveI

interface causes problems for both the application program

and the package. The data structure would have to be gener-

aI enough to describe any picture and yet be understood by

the package. A standard "picture data structure" would have

to be imposed on aII applications. This data structure
would not be well suited to all application processing re-
quirements. It would also requir-e the package to perform

complex traversals in order to extract all the pertinent in-
formation. Application programs would spend a great deal of

time building and moving data into these data structures

while the package would spend a similar amount of time ex-

tracting information from them.

A simpler interface, based upon lower-1eve1 picture

building blocks, solves the above problems. The building

blocks, called output primitives, are closer to the actual

capabilities of today's output devices and yet do not intro-

duce any device-dependencies. The application program draws
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a picture by using a seguence of output primitives. The

output primitives present the graphical information to the

package in a straightforward mannerr rêIieving the package

of any complex traversals" The application is also relieved

of maintaining any sort of package-dependent "picture data

structure".

The set of output primitives that a package supports must

provide all the general purpose building blocks required in

the construction of most pictures. Such a set would contain

all or most of the following output primitives:

o tine to draw straight l-ines

o Polygon to draw filled or hollow polygons

o Marher to draw points

o Text to display character strings

More exotic objects, including curved lines, can be con-

structed from these primitives. Some packages, such as GKS,

provide a Generalized Drawing Primitive (Cop) to take advan-

tage of special capabilities of certain devices. The GDP is
implementation dependent but does provide "a standard way of

being nonstandard".4

4 GSeC79, pp. I i -1 0
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2.2.2 Output Àttributes

Pictures, and the primitives from which they are com-

posed, are constructed from more than just geometric infor-
mation. Nongeometric information such as colour and style
can greatly affect the image displayed. Identification tags

associated with primitives or parts of a picture all-ow the

user to "pick" them with an input device. These nongeome-

tric aspects of graphics output are known as output attrí-
butes. Àttributes such as line style, line width, character

height, and polygon fill style are associated with the cor-
responding output primitives. These attributes must be

available to the graphics system at the time it instructs
the output device to display the primitive. The application

could specify values for the attributes with each output

primitive calI or it could preset attributes with separate

initialization cal1s to the package. The latter requires

the package to remember the values of the attributes as part

of the overall graphics environment established for the ap-

plication.

2.3 COORDINATE SYSTEMS AND VIEWING TRÀNSFORMATIONS

A

three

device-independent graphics package must deal with

different but related coordinate systems:

1 Device Coordinates (oCs) - a

dependent coordinate system

display space.

two dimensional

describing the

device-

device
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Normalized Device Coordinates (XOCs) - a uniform de-

vice-independent coordinate sysiem describing the

display space of an idealized device.

I{orld Coordinates (wCs) - 2 or 3 dimensional coordi-

nate system used by the application to describe the

space of objects to be displayed.

Device coordinates are used to control- and access a particu-

Iar display device. Normalized device coordinates provide a

portable means of specifying which portions of the display

space are to be utilized. The normalized device coordinate

system is a standardized Iow-Ievel coordinate system which

is device-independent. The graphics system may use this in-
termediate form to drive several different display devices,

to store an image, oÊ to transmit the image to remote work-

stations for further processing. World coordinates enable

descriptions of objects in terms of coordinates which are

natural to the application.

À view of an object is the picture which results from the

set of primitives used to draw it and the viewing Epecifica-

tÍon in effect. The same sequence of primitives can produce

multiple views of an object by simply changing the viewing

specification. A viewing specification indicates which por-

tion of the the application's graphical world is to be

mappeo onto which portion of the display device. The trans-

formations required to select and map the specified portion

of the application's graphical world onto the specified por-

2

3
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tion of the display device are ca1led viering transforma-

tions. À viewing transformation selects what is to be dis-
played by cLipping away primitives (or portions of them)

which lie outside the boundaries indicated in the viewing

specifications. It also maps points from one coordinate

system to another by scaling and Lranslating (displacing)

them.

The application defines the viewing transformations with

two independent specifications: the window and the viewport.

A window defines the portion of the world coordinate space

which is to be displayed and a viewport defines the portion

of the display surface (or the NDC space) it is to mapped

onto. Windows and viewports are usually rectangles (in 2

dimensional systems) which are specified by giving minimum

and maximum vaLues for the X and Y coordinates. Windows are

specified in world coordinates while viewports are specified

in normalized device coordinates. Figure 2 íll-ustrates the

relationships between objects, windows, viewports, and dis-
play devices.



Viewpor't

Display Device

Wind

Object

Figure 2: Viewing
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2.3 .1 Effects of the Window Spec i f ication

A window is

ing the window

a clipping and scaling specification. Chang-

specificatíon can alter:

r the portion of the world coordinate space that will be

within the window (i.e,, that can be displayed)

o the position of objects within the window

e the scaling of objects within the window

It cannot change the physical size or position of the window

displayed on the device. The effects are somewhat analogous

to those one may experience looking down out of an airplane

window. The "airplane window specification" changes each

time the plane moves horizontall-y and/or vertically. Às the

plane moves horizontally the part of the world which is be-

ing viewed changes. Objects appear to move within the win-

dow, some move in and some move (or are "c1ipped") out. As

the plane moves vertically the scale or magnification level

of the window changes. When the plane rises, more of the

world fits into the window, but the objects themselves ap-

pear smaIler. When the plane descends the reverse process

takes place. Two things are worth noting:

o the physical shape and size of the window did not

change

o it was the movement of the vindor, and not the world,

that causes objects to appear in different locations

and at different scales.



The airplane analogy is

graphics window is capable

the airplane window always

rections. For example, a

shrink the height of an

stretching its width.

22

not totally accurate since the

of differential scalings whereas

scales equal amount,s in all di-
graphics window could be used to

object while at the same time

2.3.2 Ef fects of the Viewport Spec:i:Eicatioq

A viewport is a positioning and scaling specification.
Chang i ng the vi ewport spec i f icat i on can al-ter :

o the

o the

position of the window on the display device

scale/size of the window.

It cannot change the contents of the window.

Imagine that the window is a very small rubber poster and

the display device is a bulletin board. The viewport speci-

fication indicates where the poster is to be placed and how

much of the board it is to cover. Putting up the poster

will require stretching the poster so that is fits the allo-
cated space. Note that the contents of the picture are pre-

determined and cannot be altered by posting it (i.e., by the

viewport specif ication) .
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2.4 SEGMENTÀTION

À segment is a named collection of primitives, aLtributes

and viewing specifications that aIlows selective modifica-

tion of a picture. A segment represents the smallest entity

that can be manipulated after it has been created (i.e.,

displayed). Segments are analogous to separately compiled

subroutines which together compose a larger program, À seg-

ment can be deleted, added, ot modified without requiring

the redisplaying or "recompilation" of the entire picture by

the application. Às with program segmentation, the onus is

on the application developer to carefully segment his pic-

ture so that the best use of selective modification can be

made.

The degree of functionality provided to applications by

segments depends upon:

the sophistication of the segmentation

in the package

the amount of resources the package is
has available) to dedicate to supporting

support code

willing (or

segment s .

2.

Temporary Begments aIlow rudimentary operations such as de-

letion, highlighting and picking with relatively little

overhead in terms of resources. ÀI1 that need be stored for

each segment is its name, extent on the display device and

its highlight attribut,e. Stored or permanent segments have

a much higher overhead but can provide more sophisticated

segment manipulations such as:
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1. Segment visibílity attríbute - to a1low segments to

be made temporarily invisible.
2. Segnent transformations to allow the segment to be

scaled, translated , ot rotated.

3. Segment prioríties to allow the graphics package to

determine which segment is to be displayed and/or

picked when two or more overlap.

À stored segment must also contain each primitive and its
attributes, viewing specifications, and segment attributes
so that the segments can be automatically redrawn by the

package when necessary.

2.5 GEOI¡IETRIC TR.ANSFORMATIONS

Geometric transformations invol-ve the translating, scaL-

ing and rotation of objects. Viewing transformations are

geometric transformations which allow the application to use

meaningful device-independent coordinate systems. These

transformations map points from one coordinate system to an-

other by translation and scaling. The application controls

these transformations indirectly via the viewing specifica-
tions, but is not concerned with the actual transformations

calculated and applied by the graphics system. Applications

do, however, have a need to transform (translate, scale, and

rotate) objects within their olrn world coordinate systems.

These are called modelling transformations and are often the

primary reason for an application's existence.
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Since the transformations required by the applications

map points from WCs into other !,fcs the appiication couirì

transform the points itself before passing them (as output

primitive parameters) to the graphics package. There are

advantages, however, to having these manipulations performed

by the graphics package. The graphics package must already

have facilities to perform viewing transformations and

therefore has the capability to translate and scale objects.

It makes sense to relieve applications of the code required

for these common graphics tasks since it adds littIe in

terms of complexity to the graphics system. Transformations

(world to world and viewing) can be compounded so that only

a single transformation need be applied to accomplish both

tasks. This considerable performance enhancement is not

possible if the application performs its own geometric

transformations before the viewing process.

An object is translated, scaled and/or rotated by per-

f orming t,hese operat ions upon each point which def ines the

object. The following briefly describes each of these

transformations and how they can be applied to a point.

2.5.0.1 Translation

Translation is the moving of a point P to a new location P'

by adding a translation point T to it.

P' P+T
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2.5.0 .2 Scalíng

Scaling is the stretching or shrinking of

ing of a point P moves it Lo a new point

it by a scaling factor S.

an object. Scal-

P' by multiplying

P' PxS

If the X and Y coordinates

equal the point P will be

the X and Y axes.

of the scaling point S are not

different amounts alongscaled by

2.5.0.3 Rotation

Rotation is Lhe moving of an object in a circular fashion

about an origin. The rotation of a point P = (x,y) through

a positive angle 0 is performed by the following formula:

x' = xCOS
Y' = xSIN

or in matrix
(x' Y') =

e-
0+

ySIN e
yCOS e

f orm:

(x Y) cos e
-SIN E

SIN E

cos 0

P' PxR

The

t iple
into a

Design and Implementation Chapter indicates

instances of these transformations can be

single ef f icient transformation.

how mul-

composed
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2.6 SCAN CAN\'EBSTON

Application programs request output via output primi-

tives. Primitives describe lines, polygons, etc . in t,erms

of the points which define them. À raster display device
(as described in Chapter 1 ) displays an image by "scanning"

each row of pixels in its display buffer. An image must be

fully sketched in this buffer before it can be displayed.

The process which sketches an image from its point specifi-
cation is known as Bcan conversion.

Some raster devices have an associated

image creation system which performs the

processing. Many raster devices, 'however, do not have an

graphics pack-image creation system.

age must therefore be

sion.

À device-independent

capable of doing its o$rn scan conver-

Scan conversion, whether performed by Lhe device's image

creation system or by the graphics package, is a very heavi-

ly utilized function in a graphics system. Each time a

primitive is displayed, or part of an image is modified the

scan conversion process is used. These algorithms must be

efficient in order to reduce the bottleneck that scan con-

version can introduie to the graphics system. One must be

careful, however, to balance the need for speed with picture
quality. Images with smooth edges are aesthetically pleas*

ing but require additional processing.

unit called the

scan conversl0n
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The following is a brief description of how scan conver-

sion works. (More detail on specific algorithms is present-

ed in the Design and Implementation Chapter.)

2.6.0.4 tínes

A line is defined by its two end points" The algorithm

forms the line by filling in pixels between the end points.

It must calculate which pixel(s) on each intermediate scan

line comes the closest to intersecting the desired line
joining the two end points. Àttributes such as line style
and width may complicate the algorithm.

2.5.0.5 Polygons

Polygons are closed forms which are defined by a number of

straight edges that connect successive vertices of the poly-

gon. Polygon scan conversion algorithms work by filling in

the pixels on each successive scan line that are on or be-

tween the various pairs of edges of the polygon. This in-
volves constructing edges, sorting them and counting edge

crossings as the algorithm moves across each scan line.

2.6.0 .6 Regions

À region is an area in the display buffer that is enclosed

by adjacent pixels which contain a "boundary value". A re-
gion is scan converted by propagating a "fiII value" (in

four or eight directions) from some point inside the region.

The propagation stops when a fiII or boundary pixel is en-

countered.



2.6.0 .7 Characters

Characters are generally

templates or "bit maps"

plicated algorithms may

character templates.

scan converted by copying

into the display buffer"

be able to scale and
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character

More com-

rotate these

2.7 GRAPHIC TNPUT

Given that a major objective of a graphics package is to

provide portability, a device-independent means of handling

graphical input must be provided by the package. This is
accomplished by developing abstract models of the common

types of graphical input devices. These Iogical devices

must be mapped onto the available hardware by a particular

implementation of the package. The interface to a logical
device remains unchanged from implementation to implementa-

tion but the low-Ievel device driving code will most likely
change.

À logical input device returns logical input values to

the application much in the same lray that a file system ac-

cess method returns Iogical records. The application is
shielded from physical device characteristics and control

information.
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2.7 .1 Loqical Ino_ut Devicg Clasees

GKS and Core specify that every interactive implementa-

tion should support, in some manner, ât least one device

from each logical inpuL device class. Their device classes

differ slightly but both contain the locator, the choice or

button, the string or keyboard, the valuator, and the picks

input classes. Implementations which do not have atl the

physical devices necessary to support aIl input classes must

simulate the logical devices in a "reasonable" fashion. For

example, a choice device can be simulated with a keyboard on

which the user enters a number. However, some of these sim-

ulations may be nontrivial.

2.7.2 InteractÍon Modes

À logical input device can return logical input values in
several different ways:

Sarnple Mode - Upon solicitation from the application
the Iogical device immediately retrieves and returns

the current logical input value.

Request Mode - Upon solicit.ation from the application
the logical device begins tracking the device. The

operator or user indicates significant moments in

time with a trigger mechanism (..g. a mouse button).
When the trigger signal is received the logical de-

s Picks are not required at levels which do not support per-
manent segments.

1

2
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vice stops tracking and returns the current logical
input value Èo the application.
Event Moðe - Event mode aIlows asynchronous communi-

cation with the graphics application. Logical input

devices track the physical devices and add logical
input values (:r event reports) to an event queue

each time the operator signals the logical device

with its associated trigger. The application program

receives event reports from Lhe queue by "waiting" on

an event. If there is such an event in the queue it
is immediately returned to the application. If not,

the application is suspended until such an event oc-

curs.

2.7.3 Echo and Prompt Tvpes

The proper feedback is very important to the development

of a good, user friendly interface. This requires that ap-

propriate prompting and echoing techniques be utilized by

the application. À graphics package can facilitate the de-

velopment of such interfaces by providing a variety of

prompt and echo types to be associated with each logical in-
put device. In this wây, the application can tailor the

Iogical device to its particular needs. For example, a

drafting application may require a cross hair locator echo

to align objects and a rubber band Iine locator with which

to draw lines.

3



Core and GKS

types should be,

types.
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specify what the standard echo and prompt

but leave room for implementation defined

2.7.4 Devíce Initíalization

A logical input device should be initialized before it is
used. This is akin to opening a file. The application in-
forms the package of the processing options such as echo and

prompting types, and sets initial values during initializa-
tion. The package performs any device initialization re-
quired to set up the appropriate environment for the appli-
cation.

2.8 ERROR HA¡TDLTNG

À reliable and predictable software system must detect,
report and recover from errors in a consistent manner. A

consistent approach (however simple) will be appreciated by

those who must debug software which utilizes the system.

A software system which is implemented as a subroutine

package can do little to detect application errors at com-

pile time. However, the use of the appropriate implementa-

tion language does provide some tools in addition to the

simple language syntax checking. A strongly typed language

such as PÀSCAL or EUCLID can detect application errors at

the package interface points. Parameter lists will be veri-



fied by the compiler to ensure that the number of

and their respective types are in accordance with

pected by the package's routines.

SemanÈic errors such as

ters or incorrect calling

time by the package. The

of this sort are to:

The following is a

ror handling.
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parameters

those ex*

invalid options/values in parame-

sequences must be handled at run

goal in handling run time errors

r keep the system running and useable

o minimize the effects of the error
o report the error or its symptoms to enable corrective

measures to be taken.

1

2

simple, yet effective, approach to er-

Detect and record the error.
Recover by performing any cleanup necessary

t,he system remains in the valid and usable

vlas in bef ore the error v¡as encountered.

Bypass the function in error.
Inform the application of the error.

to ensure

st,ate i t

3

4

Note that recovery does not include attempts to "do some-

thing usefuf" with an incorrectly specified request from the

application. This would require making assumptions as to
what the application really wanted. Such assumptions are

usually vrrong. A good illustration of the trouble which
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arises from the "try to do something useful approach" is the

pL/I programmÍng ianguage. T'he compiler generates pages and

pages of meaningless diagnostics after a previously detected

error has caused it to make assumptions as to what "you re-

ally meant". It also complicat.es debugging by assuning

types for undeclared variables and automatically performing

bizarre type conversions for mixed mode arithmetic. The

problem is that the compiler does not really know what the

programmer meant. Often incorrect assumptions simply dis-
guise an error. The "bypass approach" also has the advan-

tage that it is a simple and straightforward one to imple-

ment. It takes a good deal more logic to make assumptions

(even bad ones).

2.9 SI'MMARY

This chapter has introduced the software development and

graphics concepts which are employed in the development and

utilization of a portable interactive graphics system.

Software portability and error handling are two critical
aspects of software which must be designed into a software

system. Concepts of graphic input and output, picture seg-

mentation, coordinate systems, viewing, and geometric trans-

formations must be understood by the deveLopers and users of

interactive graphic systems.

The following

are utilized and

chapter discusses how the above concepts

implemented in CGP.



Chapter III
TI{E DESIGN ÀND IMPT,EITENTATION OF CGP

Chapter 2 has provided the foundation upon which a graph-

ics system can be built. It discussed the basic software

and graphics concepts required to design and implement a

graphics package such as CGP. This chapter discusses the

Concurrent Graphics Package and its development. The chap-

ter first identifies CGP's design criteria and objectives.
They bring to light the basis for many of the decisions

which shaped the package. Later, CGP's external interface,
internal- structure, algorithrns and data structures are dis-
cussed. Included in these discussions are:

o CGP's multiple concurrent graphic environments (the

GRÀPHPORTs )

o CGP's graphical input and output features

r the software structure and packaging of CGP

o CGP's management of coordinate systems, and of viewing

and modelling transformations

35
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3"1 DEgrGN CRITERIA AND OBJECTI-\'ES

It is very important to develop a set of guidelines,

based upon the system's requirements, goaIs, and con-

straints, to help focus the efforts of the designer. The

following design criteria and their corresponding implica-

tions helped guide the decisions made in the development of

CGP:

CGP must be a useful and useable systen.

This has several strong implications, some of which

are contradictory, but nevertheless help to narrow

the choices to be made.

1

A useable system must be implemented; it cannot

simply be a paper design. The graphics package

therefore had to be small and efficient enough to be

implemented with the available resources, namely:

a) Manpower 1 person to design, implement, test,
and document the system

b) Hardware DATÀCUBE graphics processor, tablet,
keyboard, and PDP-11/03 micro-computer with limit-
ed memory (48K).

A useful sysLem must provide a certain level of

function in a clear understandable manner. This

means CGP must provide the facilities required by

most graphics applications. The package must include

sufficient graphical concepts to support relatively



sophisLicated applications and

enouEh to be used by appiications

the basics.
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yet remain simple

which require only

balance

chec ks

one vJay

The "useful

CGP's design.

which keep the

or the other.

and useable" criteria help to
they provide reasonability

design from deviating too far

2 CGP rnust provide a high degree of softrare portabili-

ty. CGP must be device-independent. These devices

include the CPU, the graphics processor, and all in-
put devi.ces. High-level abstractions such as logical
input devices must be employed in the package. To

avoid processor dependencies a portable high-Ieve1

Ianguage must be used to implement the package. The

graphics applications can be made independent of this
implementation language if separate compilation and

linkage are supported.

Portability relies upon standard methods of opera-

tion. CGP (while not being constrained to a specific
graphics standard) will attempt to conform to accept-

ed practices to facilitate the portability of inter-
active graphics programming concepts.

3. CGP nust have a good user interface.
terface is cIear, consistent, and as

A good user in-

simple as possi-
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ble. The interface must be easy to understand. The

use of a simpie limited set of the package's capabii-
ities should not require the complete understanding

of the entire package. The package must perform in a

predictable fashion. Side effects of operations or

errors are not to be tolerated. A function wilI per-

form a single task and will do so only when it is
correctly invoked.

The functions provided by the package should be

sufficiently high-leveI. That is, they must allow

the user to concentrate upon application-dependent

matters and not upon the implementation of the graph-

ics environment nor upon device manipulation.

CGP's softrare structure must facilitate portability,

relíability, and naintainability. The package should

consist of well defined independent modules. Hard-

vrare dependencies must be isolated to a few smalI

black box modules. The implementation Ianguage

should support some form of packaging and data ab-

straction.

These criteria overlap and complement each other. A good

modular structure lends itself to portability. They also

contradict each other. A useful system with many high-IeveI

functions may become too large to be useable on a small pro-

cessor. WhiIe other factors may have influenced the devel-

4



opment of CGP the above design

tions formed the starting point

design.
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criteria and their implica-

and the guidelines for CGP's

a great

f oI low-

and the

3.2 PREI.IMINARY DESIGN DECISIONS

The decisions made at the onset of a project have

impact on its development and eventual outcome. The

ing sections describe a few of CGP's design choices

rational for making them.

3 .2.1 CGP I s I{orId Coordinate Svstem

The world coordinate system is used by the application
program to describe images and to reference locations in

them. The flexibility of this coordinate system has a great

impact upon both the application and the graphics package.

CGP's world coordinate system is a two dimensional inte-
ger coordinate system with the same orientation as a conven-

tional graph. The X axis increases from left to right while

the Y axis increases from bottom to top. This orientation
r,¡as chosen because it is the most natural for most human

users. There are systems which have other orientations but

these seem to do so for hardware reasons rather than for the

user. The Datacube Graphics Processor, for example, has a Y

axis which increases from top to bottom. I believe that Da-

Èacube chose this orientation simply because display devices

are typically scanned a row at a time from top to bottom.
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CGP's world coordinate system is completely independent

of Èhe display processor. It must be in order to support

portability. However, since the coordinate system cannot be

tied to any particular display device, the coordinates must

be transformed by a viewing process before they are present-

ed to the display processor. This adds some complexity and

overhead to the package.

CGP's world coordinate system is only two dimensional and

therefore does not directly support the creation of three

dimensional images.6 À three dimensional system was investi-
gated, and although obviously superior in function to a two

dimensional system, it was deemed to be impractical for CGP.

The following points elicit reasons for this:

A three dimensional system requires more resources than

a two dimensional system. Àdditional memory is re-
quired for storage of the third coordinate in every

point and additional processing is required for its

transformation during the viewing process. The viewing

process requires more complex algorithms which require

additional space and time to run. CGP is designed to

run on small slow processors with a limited amount of

memory. À three dimensional system would severely tax

this type of configuration.

a

6 Three dimensional images can be produced but the applica-
tion program will have to perform more of the work than it
would if it vrere using a three dimensional package.
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o The vast majority of graphics applications require only

two dimensional graphics (i.e., drafting, video games,

layout programs, etc.). GKS, a well respected interna-

tional graphics standard designed to "include aIl the

capabilities that are essential for a broad spectrum of

graphics",T is only a two dimensional system. OnIy a

smal1 percentage of graphics systems require three di-
mensional processing. Often these systems require spe-

cial hardware and would not be well suited as CGP ap-

plications in any case.

o À three dimensional system can be a burden on applica-
tions which require only two dimensional processing.

The third dimension adds the complexity of additional
concepts, such as parallel and perspective projections.

If the system is not carefully designed this additional
complexity wiIl be imposed upon the two dimensional ap-

plications. lwo dimensional applications can afso ex-

pect a decrease in performance due to the complexity of

t.he 3D viewing process. Core's three dimensional coor-

dinate system is well designed. It treats 2D as a nat-

uraL subset of 3D and does not impose any of the 3D

complexities upon the 2D applications. I believe how-

ever, that 2D Core applications wiIl still suffer some

perf ormance degradation.

cKS84, pp. 1,

:',a:

tl::
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A two dimensional world coordinate system satisfies the

"usefui" and "useable" criùeria better Èhan ä three oimen-

sional one. A two dimensional, device-independent world co-

ordinate system can be implemented with the available re-

sources. It wiIl be relatively efficient and yet satisfy

the needs of "most" graphics applications.

3.2.2 Interactive versuq Passåvg Graphics

CGP is an interactive graphics package. It provides fa-

cilities for obtaining graphical input as well as producing

graphical output. A passive system provides no means for a

user to communicate to a running graphics application. The

passive application can act for a user but cannot react to
him.

The differences between a passive system and an interac-

tive system are primarily in the function they provide and

in their complexity. The passive system is far less complex

in its implementation and in its utilization. The graphics

application programmer need not understand interactive dia-
log techniques nor graphical input devices. The graphics

package itself can be much simpler since there are no input

devices to control.

The price of this simplicity is a lack of function and

therefore a lack of applicability. While a two dimensional

system can support most of the applications that a three di-
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mensional system can, the passive system can only support a

smail fraction of the appiications supported by an interac-
tive system. Video games, design systems, and trainers are

aII out of the reach of passive graphics. Às previously

mentioned, interactive graphics systems are becoming more

and more prevalent because they provide a very effective
man/machine interface. Compared to an interactive system

its passive counterpart is severely handicapped by its uni-
directional communication path.

The decision to

conflicting design

make CGP interactive v¡as based upon two

criteria:

desire to support most graphics applications
desire to keep the system as simple and implementa-

as possible.

o the

o the

bIe

The first criteria took precedence in this case because:

o input facilities could be provided without making the

package unduly large and complicated

o input facilities vrere deemed to be essential to a large

range of graphics applications.

3.2.3 Stored Seaments

Segments are a means of partitioning a picture into sec-

tions. Stored segments remember aIl the primitives which

have been associated with them and therefore enable the



graphics package to

them when necessary.
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automatically regenerate ( . ie redraw)

CGP does not support. stored segments. It does, however,

provide several capabilities often associated with segments

through the use of its Graphports. These include the capa-

bility to logicaIly partition a'picture. For each partition

CGP separately maintains a set of output attributes, viewing

specifications and modelling transformations. CGP also al-
lows seleet ive delet ion or erasure of these partit ions.

They are not stored segments, however, since they do not

maintain a copy of each output primitive. As such, they

cannot support dynamic segment operations such as segment

transformation and regeneration.

The Iimiting factor in the decision not to support stored

segments and the desirable functions they make possible was

memory. Stored segments can quickly gobble up large quanti-

ties of memory. CGP's code currently requires over half of

the 48K available on the PDP-11/03 on which it has been im-

plemented. Stored segments and the potentially complex code

used to support them would have left little memory for CGP

applications. The fact that CGP does provide some picture

segmentation facilities and the fact that the dynamic capa-

bifities of stored segments are not essential to most graph-

ics applications make stored segments a luxury which CGP can

comfortably live without.

.:.
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3.2.4 CGP Concur rencv and Concurrent Euclid

The C in CGP stands for concurrent. CGP supports the de-

velopment of concurrent graphics applications. À concurrent

program is one which may perform several different tasks at

the same time. These different tasks, often called process-

êsr may cooperate and communicate with each other to accom-

plish their job(s) or may operate in a totally independent

manner. For example, consider the application in Figure 3.

It consists of one process which continually displays and

updates an image of a running analogue clock and another

process which controls an interactive design program. Con-

current programming has several advantages over sequential

programming. Concurrent programming can provide better per-

formance by ensuring that processing resources (i.e., CPUs)

are more fully utilized. À processor will only become idle
when the application has no processes which are ready to
perform work. Of equal or greater importance than perform-

ance is the fact that many problems are inherently paraIleI.

Programming solutions which are straightforward in a paral-

lel programming environment may become very awkward and com-

plex in a sequential environment. Figure 3 illustrates a

simple graphics problem consisting of two logicaIly separate

processes which would become artificially entangled in a se-

quential environment.

of other graphics

programming can be

,

.::

The designers

Lhat concurrent

systems seem to agree

useful at the graphics
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Figure 3: Concurrent Graphics Application
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application level. Foley and van Dam, involved with the

Core project, wrice "vre can look forward to a gradual demise

of the world of compiled sequential FORTRAN enhanced with

graphics subroutines and to t,he Iarge scale introduction of

interactive, graphics*based languages employing parallelism

at the programmer level. " I

CGP's support for concurrency is not due to any monumen-

tal effort on the part of its implementor, but rather to the

choice of implementation languages. CGP is implemented in

the Concurrent Euclid (Cn) programming language. The Con-

current Euclid kernel handles aIl process swit.ching, syn-

chronization, and communication. CGP applications will gen-

erally be written in Concurrent EucIid and as such will be

able to use all CE's concurrent programming facilities.

CE was chosen as the implementation language for several

reasons. CGP is systems software. It must run efficiently,
it must control hardware devices, and it must be reliable.

Concurrent Euclid was designed specifically "to support the

development of highly reIiable, high performance systems".e

In fact a version of the Unix operating system has been im-

plemented in Concurrent Euclid. CE compiler writers claim

to generate more efficient code than the already efficient C

language compilers. CE also provides:

a roLevS2

s Hor,TB 3 , pp. 1
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o Systems programming constructs such as variables at ab-

solute aodresses (which could be used, for example, to
access memory mapped device registers).

o Modules which allow the .encapsulation of data with the

procedures and functions which operaLe upon them.

o Strong type checking, strong control of scope, and pro-

gram verification aids which help to detect many poten-

tial errors at compile time.

o Sefrarate compilation which will a1low CGP modules to be

compiled separately from CGP application program mod-

ules. The CGP application can therefore be written in

any language which can be linked with CE object mod-

ules.
o CE is portable. There are code generators for the

PDP-11, the VÀX, the MC68000 and the MC6809.

These factors make Concurrent Euclid a good choice for the

implementation of CGP.

3.3 THE PACKÀGE

CGP has been implemented as a subroutine package in the

Concurrent EucIid programming language. The following sec-

tions discuss the specifics of this software system. In-
cluded in these secÈions are CGP's input and output facili-
ties, CGP's graphic environments, and the algorithms, data

structures and utility packages which support CGP.



3"3.1 lhg Graphport

CGP graphports are a mechanism for defining, controlling

and maintaining independent graphics environments. AtI of

CGP's facilities are accessed via graphports. A CGP appli-

cation may use several graphports concurrently. CGP main-

tains each graphport independently and serializes access to

the physical devices utilized through them.
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set of

attr i -

A graphport consists of a logical output device, a

logical input devices, transformation specifications,
butes, options, and status information.

3.3.1.1 Graphport Windows and Viewports

The graphport window specification defines a rectangular

world coordinate system for the graphport. This coordinate

system defines the dimensions of the logical display device

and the logical locator device. The application passes

world coordinate points to CGP via output primitives and re-
ceives world coordinate points from CGP via locator input.

Each graphport used by a CGP application may ha'¿e a dif-
ferent world coordinate system. This can be extremely use-

fuI if the graphports contain disjoint images. The applica-

tion inspects and manipulates the graphport's window

specification with the CcP Setgfindor and InqWindor proce-

dures. SetI{indor changes the graphport's window specifica-
tion while IngWindow returns its current value.
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Each graphport has a viewport specification. rt defines
the rectangurar portion of the normarized device onto which

the graphport's window is to be mapped. cGp's normalized

device coordinates (Nocs) describe an idearized two dimen-

sionar device. This coordinate system has the same orienta-
tion as the worrd coordinate system and it's coordinate
range is (0:1000, 0:'1000). For example, fígure 4 illus-
trates a viewport which covers the upper reft hand quarter

Display Surface

Figure 4z Viewport extents on disptay device.

of the device.

range of ( 0: 500,

Its normalized device coordinates have a

500:1 000 ) .

The NDC

coordi nate

system is in turn mapped onto the physical device

systems of the display and locator devicesro in a

1o The mapping from wcs to NDCs to DCs is actually imple-
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manner which preserves the viewport's shape. In other

words, the aspect ratios of the physical devices wiil be

taken into account by the mapping to ensure the relative
scalings of Lhe X and Y dimensions remain true to the ratios
expressed through the window and viewport specifications.

It is possible for two or more graphports to have over-

lapping viewports. This enables different graphports to
produce output to the same physical locations on the output

device or obtain input from the same physical locations on

the Locator device, This can be useful when several graph-

ports are being used as a means of segmenting a complex im-

age.

The application inspects and manipulates the viewport

specification of graphport $¡ith the CGP SeÈViewport and Inq-

Viewport procedures. SetViewport changes the viewport spec-

ification while InqVíerport returns its current value.

3.3. 1 .2 Modelling Transformations

Each graphport maintains a separate set of modelling

transformation specifications. These specifications indi-
cate how much each world coordinate point is to be:

r rotated

mented as a single compound mapping.
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. scaled

o translated

before it is displayed or after it is read.

ModelIing transformations are logicaIly separate from

viewing transformationsl r as is shown in figure 5. In the

output pipeline modelling transformations map world coordi-
nate points into nev¡ world coordinate points before the

viewing transformations map them into the device coordinate

system.

The modelling transformations are maintained by the

graphport as a composite transformation matrix which de-

scribes the rotations, translations, and scalings specified

by the application through CGP procedures. CGP transforma-

tion procedures allow applications to manipulate the graph-

port's current composite transformation matrix (CfU). The

application can:

add a transformation to the CTM with the TrlateTM,

ScaleTltl, or RotateTM procedure

reset the CTM to a nevr transformation with the Set-

TrIateTM, SetScaIeTM, or SetRotateTM procedure

multiply the CTM by another transformation matrix

with the Trfor¡nTM procedure

1

2

3

I I CGP actually compounds the scaling
viewing process with the modelling
crease performance.

and translating
transformat ions

of lhe
to in-
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Transformations
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Window to
Viewport
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Viewport to
Window
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Normalized Device
Coordinates

Normalized Device
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Viewport to
Device
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Device to
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Device
Coordinates

Device
Coordinates

Clipping Clipping

Device
Coordinates

Device
Coordinates

Locator input

Scan Conversion
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display buffer I Figure 5: CGP lnput and Output Pipelines



4" replace the CTM with another

with the Set,TrformTlrl proceoure

5. retrieve the graphport's CTM

dure.
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transformat ion matr ix

with the InqTM proce-

3.3.1.3 Options and Attributes

Àssociated with each graphport is a set of attributes and

options which control the processing of input and output

within the graphport. Different graphports may have differ-
ent options and attributes.

Three graphport options give the applications some addi-

tional control over viewing and modelling transformations.

The options allow the application to:

o enable and

¡ enable and

r change the

appl ied.

di sable transf ormations

disable clipping
order in which modelling transformations are

The first two options can greatly affect the performance

of CGP. Viewing transformations are costly and are not re-
quired by all graphics applications. Many applications do

not require clipping since they always draw within the

graphport's window. Other applications do not require a de-

vice-independent world coordinate system since Èhey can

adapt to the coordinate system of the device. Àn interac-

tive paint program, for example, ilây not need its own world



coordinate system" Tt simply draws where it is told to

the user controlled locator. Device coordinates can be

as long as the display device and the locator have the

coordinate system.
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via

used

same

Turning one or both of these options off can greatly re-

duce the bottleneck which the viewing process can introduce

to a graphics system. through the use of these options CGP

can give better performance to applications with simpler

processing requirements. The application enables and disa-

bles these options via the SetClip and SetTransforn CGP pro-

cedures. Also provided are the InqCIip and InqTransform

procedures which allow the application t,o determine the cur-
rent state of these graphport options.

The last option gives the application control over the

order in which modelling transformations are accumulated,

thereby giving control over the order in which they will be

applied. Transformations can be accumulated so that each

new transf ormat ion spec i f icat ion ( i . e. , TrlateTl¡i, ScaIeTM,

RotateTllt ot TrfornTM ) either becomes the first or the last
modelling transformation to be applied. Since transforma-

tions are accumulated by multiplying transformation matrices

this option is accessed via the CGP procedure called Set-

Mult. The SetMult procedure is used to instruct CGP to ac-

cumulate transformations in either:



o a post*multiplication

tions wiÌI be applied

. a pre-multiplication

tions will be applied
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that new transforma-

that new transforma-

fashion so

Iast or

fashion so

first.

The order in which transformations are applied can make a

world of difference. Figures 6 and 7 illustrate this dif-
ference. They both use a compound transformation consisting

of a 90 degree rotation about the origin and a translation
of -6 units along the X axis and -8 units along the Y axis.

Figure 6 illustrates what happens to the point (6,8) when

the Lranslation is applied before the rotation while figure
7 illustrates the resulL of applying the transformations in

the opposite order. The original point P (6,8) becomes the

translated point P' (0,0) in figure 6 and P' (-14,-2) in

f igure 7 .

The capability to switch from pre- to post-multiplication

or vice versa can be a valuable one to certain applications.

For example, some applications contain hierarchical models

of objects such as buildings. The building must have a cer-

tain orientation and scale with respect to the landscape.

The offices must likewise be located and scaled with respect

to the building. Furthermore, objects within each office
must be arranged and scaled with respect to that office.
The application displays the building and its contents by

traversing the model's hierarchy and applying transforma-

tions to orient each object within its parent. The order in
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which the traversal is made affects the order

transformations are specified. If CGP did not

MuIt option the application may be forced to

model in an unnatural or awkward manner.
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in which the

have the Set-

traverse its

Each graphport maint.ains a set of attributes which con-

trol the logical output and input devices. Output attri-
butes control aspects such as the style and colour of the

graphport's output primitives. The input attributes control

the echoes and prompts of each logical input device. CGP

procedures are used to set corresponding attributes and to

inquire about their current state. The respective sets of

attributes are discussed in greater detail in the sections

entitled 'CGP Input' and 'CGP Output'.

The above attributes and options are static. They only

affect graphical input and output which is initiated after
they have been set. For example, changing the line style
output attribute wilI not change the appearance of any lines
which are currently being displayed. However, the new line
style will be in effect for any subseguent lines generated

within the graphport using the line output primitive.

3.3.1.4 The Graphport Data Structure

CGP must maintain information on each graphport in order

t.o appropriately manage the graphport's unique graphic envi-
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ronment. This information contains the parameters which CGP

algorithms use to tailor the graphport to suiÈ the needs of

the application. CGP maintains a separate graphport data

structure for each graphport that the application uses.

The graphport data structure contains the following

f ormat i on :

Ln-

r Transformation llatrices - These matrices are used by

CGP routines to map world coordinate points to device

coordinate points for graphic output and/or to map de-

vice coordinate points to world coordinate points for
graphic input. CGP maintains separate transformation

matrices for modelling transformations (i.e., for wC to

wC transformations) and viewing transformations (i.e.,

for WC to DC transformations). The modelling transfor-
mation matrix, known as the CTM, is a composition of

rotations, translations, and scalings specified by the

application. A separately maintained CTM is necessary

for the pre-/post-multiplication option and for the

modelling transformation routines which modify ( i.e.,
multiply or replace) or inquire upon the CTM as a

who1e. This gives the application greater flexibility
in the specification of modelling transformations. À

third transformation matrix is composed from the previ-

ous two. It combines the modelling process of the CTM

with the viewing process to produce a single effícient
transformation. The last transformation matrix is the
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inverse of the third. It is used to map incoming loca-

tor points back into world coordinates. CGP updates

the viewing matrix, the combined matrix, and inverse

matrix in response to application requests to alter the

graphport's window or viewport. CGP updates the CTM,

the combined matrix, and the inverse matrix in response

to application calls to alter modelling transforma-

tions.
o l{orld Coordinate T{indow, Vierport, CIip gtindow - The

world coordinate window describes the extents of the

rectangular world coordinate window. The viewport de-

scribes the extents of the rectangular normalized de-

vice viewport. The graphport's viewing transformation

matrix and its clip window are generated directly from

these specifications. When either is altered (via the

SetWindow or SetViewport procedures) a new viewing ma-

trix and clipping window must be generated. The clip
window is used by CGP's clipping algorithms to remove

portions of output or input which lie outside the rec-

tangle which it describes. The clip window is main-

tained in device coordinates since CGP clips in that

coordinate system. The world coordinate window and

viewport rectangles are also used to inform the appli-
cation of their respective settings upon request via

the Inqiùindor or InqViewport procedures.

o t,ogical Input Device Àttributes - The LOCATOR, CHOICE,

STRING, and VALUÀTOR logical devices each have attri-
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butes which describe: the echo and prompt type, the

initial echo and prompi position, and the initial log-

ical input value for the device. These attributes are

set through the respective "Set device" procedures and

can be retrieved through the respective "Inguire de-

vice" procedures. These attributes are used by CGP's

input device drivers to produce the desired tracking of

their respective devices.

o Output Attributes - Most output primitives have a style

and colour attribute. The TEXT primitive, however, has

a direction attribute. The attributes are set through

their respective "Set output attribute" procedures and

can be retrieved through their respective "Inquire out-

put attribute" procedures. These attributes are used

by CGP output generating procedures and scan conversion

algor i thms to g i ve the out,put pr imi t i ves the des i red

appearance.

o Processing Optíons - The processing options contain the

current setting of the graphport's transformat íon/no

transformation, clip/no clip, and pre-/post-multiplica-

tion options. These options can be set and retrieved

by the application through CGP procedures. The first

two are used by the CGP viewing algorithms to determine

the extent to which input and output is to be pro-

cessed. The last option is used by CGP's modelling

transformation procedures to determine the order in

which transformations are to be accumulated.
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Error StatuE Coðe - This field of the graphport data

strucÈure contains a code which describes the last er-
ror encountered using this graphport. The application
can check the status of graphport operations by check-

ing the error code through the InqError procedure.

l.tanaging the Graphport Data Structure

The graphport data structure described ín the previous

section can be implemented in many different ways. Each

method of implementation has advantages and disadvantages

which affect the management of the graphports. The manage-

ment of a graphport data structure includes allocating space

for it, initializing it, and manipulating the various fields
of the data structure.

The various implementations differ in the amount of con-

trol that the applications and CGP can exercise over the

graphport data structures. The responsibility for allocat-
ing graphports and maintaining them can be divided up in

several possible ways:

The application allocates space in its own data areas

for graphports (as needed) and has direct access to

all graphport fields. The application controls pro-

cessing within the graphport by altering graphport

fields and may inquire as to the graphport's state by

inspecting them.

1
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2" CGP could allocate all graphports in a private CGP

data area and control all access to them. The appli-
cation must make requests to CGP to control process-

ing within the graphport or to inquire about its cur-

rent state.

3. The application allocates graphport,s in its ovrn data

areas but does not directly manipulate nor inspect

graphport fields. The application makes requests to

CGP to control processing within the graphport or to

inquire about its current state.

CGP used the last method for implementing graphports. It

relieves the package of managing space for the data struc-

Èures and provides an environment in which the integrity and

maintainability of the graphport can be ensured.

Managing space for the graphports would be relatively

simple if memory was plentiful or if a good dynamic memory

allocation facility was available. The ConcurrenL EucIid

PDP-11 kernel provides a dynamic memory allocation facility,

but it does not reuse any dynamically allocated memory which

is subsequently freed. This scheme can quickly waste what

little memory is available on the PDP-11/03. Alternatively,

CGP could allocate a fixed size graphport table. A fixed

size table would often waste memory on unused entries while

limiting the number of graphports that an application could

use. Giving the allocation responsibility to the applica-

tion solves the above problems without imposing any hardship
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upon the application. The application views the graphport

as just another instance of a data type (e.g. an integer or

a character string) for which it allocates space. It aIlo-
cates (or declares) as many instances of graphports as it
requires, thereby wasting no memory on unused graphports.

The integrity and maintainability of the graphport data

structure are ensured by forcing all access to its internal

structure through authorized access paths. The application

cannot inspect nor alter any field of a graphport without

using an authorized CGP procedure. These procedures ensure

that aIl fields of the data structure contain valid values

and that all related fields are kept up to date. For exam-

p1e, when the window specification of a graphport is altered

the CGP Sett{indow procedure ensures that new clip windows

and transformation matrices are calculated. Having the ap-

plication update aII the appropriate fields would be awkward

and prone to error. Maintainability is enhanced since

changes to the internal graphport structure do not affect
application code. Only a few CGP procedures need be altered

to support changes to the graphport data structure.

CGP implements the graphport as a package which encapsu-

lates the data structure with the procedures which operate

upon it. The graphport appears to the application as an

opaque abstract data type with a corresponding set of graph-

port operations or access paths. The graphport procedures

define what are and what are not valid operations upon the
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graphport data type. The applicaLion declares instances of

the graphport type in its own data areas, but cannot see the

internals of these structures. The application may copy a

graphport or pass it as a parameter but cannot directly ma-

nipulate its contents. Concurrent EucIid's strong scoping

and type checking will enforce these rules at compile time.

3.3.1 .6 IniÈializing Graphports

In order to use a graphport the application must do two

things:

1. provide space for it by allocating a Graphport vari-

abIe.

2. initialize it by calling the CGP OPEN routine.

Figure I illustrates this process using Concurrent Euclid

syntax. Graphport is a predefined type which CGP exports.

The application may declare as many graphports as it deems

necessary,

The CGP Open routine initializes each graphport field

with an appropriate default setting. This is accomplished

as follows:

o clipping is enabled via the SetClip routine.
r Transformations are enabled via the SetTrform routine.
r The transformation multiplication mode is set to pre-

multiply via t.he SetMuIt routine.



CE statements

{ declare
var 91
var 92

graphports ]
: Graphport
: Graphport

CE staLements

{ initialize graphports }
open(91 )

open ( 92 )

{ use 91 and 92 for graphical \/o }

CE statements

Figure 8: Declaring and tnitializing Graphports
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¡ The CTM is initialized to the identity matrix so that

no modelling transformations are in effect.
o The viewing specifications are set via the SetWindow

and SetViewport routines so that. a world coordinate

window of (minimum integer : maximum integer, minimum

integer : maximum integer) maps onto the entire display

sur face .

o The graphport background colour is set to black via the

SetBColour routine. The Iine, marker, and fiIl colours

are set to white via Èhe appropriate colour routines.



o The respective style routines are used to set

style to SOLID, fiil style to SOLID, and marker

to DOT.

o Text direction is set to RIGHT via the SetTDirec

tine.
o The locator is initialized with the TRÀcKrNc cRoss

type via the Setlocator routine.
o The choice is initialized with the

the SetChoice routine.
o The string is initialized with the

the Setstring routine.
o The valuator is initialized with

via the SetValuator routine.
¡ The error status code is set to 0

BUTTON echo type via

STRING echo type via

the DIGITÀL echo type

errors have been encountered by the

to indicate t,hat no

graphport.

67,

I ine

style

rou-

echo

After the graphport has been

be inspected and altered by

dures ) .

opened these default

the application (via
values can

CGP proce-

3.3.2 CGP Outout

The CGP application output interface consists of loca1

and global output operations. The vast majority of output

is generated through 1oca1 graphport operations which are

always performed with respect to a specific graphport. They

include aII CGP output primitives and primitive attributes.
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The global output operations are not performed with respect

to any particular graphport, but rather atfect the output of

all graphports. They include the display clearing facility

and the colour lookup table facility.

3.3.2.1 Output Primitives

The CGP output primitive set is composed of six primi-

tives. Using this set of primitives as building blocks, CGP

applications can construct most objects in a straightforward

manner. CGP output primitives are invoked through subrou-

tine ca1ls. Included in each primitive's parameter list is

the graphport in which the output is to be produced. The

CGP output prirnitives are:

1. POLYI.,INE - POLYLINE is used to generate a seguence of

connected straight Iines. The application supplies

an array of points to indicate where each successive

line is to begin. The last point in the array indi-

cates where the last line ends.

2. POLYMARKER - POTYMARKER is used to generate a se-

quence of point marker symbols. The application sup-

plies an array of points to indicate the centre point

of each successive symbol.

3. FILLAREA - FILLÀREA is use to generate a polygon.

The application supplies an array of points which

when connected describe the successive edges of the

polygon.
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BOIINDARYFITL BOUNDÀRYFILL is used to colour an en-

closed area. The applicatíon supplies a boundary

colour to identify the area's boundary and a point

inside the area to identify the area's interior.

TEXT - TEXT is used to display a character string.
The application supplies the character string to be

displayed and its starting point.

CLEÀRGP * CLEÀRGP is be used to erase all objects in
a specific graphport. It does so by setting the en-

tire graphport to its background colour.

CGP's output primitives roughly correspond to those pro-

vided by GKS and Core. There are several differences how-

ever. Higher levels of GKS provide the CELL ÀRRAY and

GENERALIZED DRÀWING PRIMTTIVE (COP) which CGP does not. A

generalized drawing primitive is used to take advantage of

specific hardware features of a particular device and there-

fore is not one of the package's integral picture building

blocks. The CELL ÀRRAY primitive produces a two dimensional

array consisting of individually coloured ceIIs. The CELL

ÀRRAY was deemed to be expendable since it is not a high use

primitive and its visual affects can be accomplished via a

sequence of other CGP output primitives. The original Core

design does not provide primitives for creating solid colour

objects ( i.e. , FILLAREÀ, BOUNDARYFILL, and CELL ARRÀY) .

This rras primarily due to the fact Core was originally de-

signeC to utilize vector displays which do not support solid

4

L

6
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areas. GKS does not have the BOUNDÀRYFILL primitive. CGP

included this primitive because it provides a function which

is not easily duplicated by other primitives. FILLAREA re-

quires an array of points to describe the area's perimeter.

Àpptications, such as paint programs, often do not know the

outline coordinates of areas which the application user

wants coloured. They can, however, determine a point which

is inside the area and the colour which the user has drawn

its boundary in. The BOUNDÀRYFILL primitive is extremely

useful for this type of application.

CGP and GKS output primitives require fulIy specified,

absolute, r,rorld coordinates. For example, drawing a singJ-e

line requires that both the start and end points be speci-

fied. These points are absolute world coordinate positions

of the line's end points. Core primitives operate somewhat

differently. All Core output primitives affect the "current
position" or the CP. The CP contains the last coordinate

used in an output primitive. Core output primitives such as

the LINE, POLYLINE and TEXT use the CP to determine their
starting point. Core output primitives therefore operate in

a "draw from CP" mode. Core actually has two sets of output

primitives; one uses absolute coordinates while the other

uses relative coordinates. Relative coordinates are treated

as offsets from the CP. CGP rejected the CP concept and the

use of relative coordinates for several reasons:
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o A MOVE primitive is required to reseL the CP when dis-
joint objects are Èo be cirawn. Tirerefore, twice as

many primitive calls are required to draw disjoint ob-

jects.

o "The setLing of CP is a side effect of the output prim-

itive functions. " I 2 The CP is effectively a global

variable which can be altered by any of the applica-

tions routines. Relying on it increases the applica-
tion's chance for error and decreases its maintainabil-
itv.

r "No CP is cleaner, more consistent, and less confus-

ing."ts A single set of absolute primitives provides a

simpler interface which is easier for the user to un-

de r stand .

o The application can easily implement a CP and primi-
tives which accept relative coordinates on top of CGP's

absolute coordinate primitives.

The above

that CORE

cept.

quotes, taken from a Core publication, illustrate
has also reconsidered the merits of the CP con-

1 2 GSPC79, pp

13 GSPC79, pp

rr-111.

rr-111,
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j.3.2.2 Output Prímitive Attríbutes

CGP uses output prirnitive attributes to control the ap-

pearance of output primitives. Às described earlier, these

attributes are maint,ained on a graphport basis with each

output primitive having specific output attributes. Output

attributes are inspected and altered by the application

through CGP subroutine calIs. The application must specify

which graphport the attribute pertains to by passing the

graphport as a parameter. The following describes the at-
tributes associated with each output primitive:

POLYLINE attributes:
a) LINE coLoUR - The colour indexla to be used when

drawing lines.
b) LINE STYLE - The line style to be used when draw-

ing lines. The currently defined line styles are:

i) soLID a solid line ( _ )

ii) DÀsH - a dashed line ( )

1

iii) Dor - a dotted line ( ..... )

iv) DÀsH Dor - a dash dot pattern

POLYMARKER atlributeS :

a) MÀRKER COLOUR The colour index to

drawing markers.

()

2

.:.::

colour index is used
from the colour lookup

be used when

particular colourl4 The
mix

to select a
table.



b) MARKER STYLE The style to be

markers. The currently defined

i ) DOT a single dot ( )

ii) cRoss across(+)
i i i ) ÀS?ERr sK an aster i sk (

iv) crRcLE acircle(0)
v) x an x ( x )
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used when drawing

marker styles are:

*)

3. FILLAREA attributes:
a) FILL COLOUR - The colour index to be used when

drawing polygons.

b) FILL STYLE The style to be used when drawing po-

lygons. The currently def ined f i11 styles are:

i ) HOLLOW - The outline of the polygon is drawn

using the current line style and the current

f i 11 colour.

ii ) SOLID - The interior of the potygon is
fiIled with the current fiII colour.

BOTTNDARYFILL atlr ibuIeS :

a) FILL COLOUR - The colour index to be used in fitl-
ing the area.

TEXT attributes:
a) DIRECTION Direction describes the orientation of

the character string, CGP currently supports:

i) LEFT the text is to be displayed horizon-

ta1ly running from right to left.

4

5
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111)

iv)
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RIGHT the text is to be displayed horizon*

taliy running from left to right.
UP the text is to be displayed vertically
running from bottom to top.

DOWN - the text is to be displayed vertical-
ly running from top to bottom"

be used

6. CLEARGP attributes:
a ) BÀCKGROUND COLOUR The colour index to

for the graphport's background colour.

When an output primitive is invoked, the corresponding

attribute values are bound to it and cannot be altered. The

current value of a primitive output attribute can be in-
spected through the use of the appropriate CGP INQUIRE at-
tribute routine and can be altered through the appropriate

CGP SET attribute routine. ÀI1 SET attribute routines veri-
fy the new attribute value before changing it in the graph-

port data structure.

3.3.2.3 The Colour tookup Table

The colour lookup table is used to associate colour in-

dexes with colour definitions. Colours are defined using

the red, green, blue colour model. The RGB colour model de-

fines each colour in terms of an (R, G, B) intensity triple.
Therefore, each entry in the colour lookup table is an RGB
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triple. CGP output attributes use colour indexes to specify

colour. The primitive's colour index identifies the table

entry while the entry's red, green, and blue intensity val-

ues determine the actual colour of the primitive.

CGP maíntains only one colour lookup table (to be used by

all graphports) because:

1 most applications use only one colour

most raster display devices have a

Iookup table.

scheme.

single hardware2

If possibte, CcP

erwi se, software

display device's

wiIl use the hardware lookup directty; oth-

will be used to map colour indexes onto the

colour scheme.

CGP initializes the colour lookup table with a set of im-

plementation-dependent colour definitions. The application

can inspect a colour definition with the CGP InqGolour pro-

cedure and can redefine it with the CGP SetColour procedure.

The SetColour procedure wiIl dynamically affect colour in a

displayed image if CGP is using a raster device's hardware

Iookup table. For example, suppose the colour index rr1'r was

defined as the colour yellow and some yellow primitives are

currently being displayed. The yellow primitives are actu-

aIIy represented as a pattern of rrlrrs in the raster display

buf f er. Changing the colour def init ion of colour index 'r 1 rt

will cause a change in the displayed image since the display

processor no longer associates rr1'r with the def inition f or

yeIlow.
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The current implementation of CGP uses a DATÀCUBE

graphics processor. The DATÀCUBE has a 256 entry colour

lookup table. The intensity values range from 0 to 255 for

each of the RGB primaries. This means that this CGP imple-

mentation can display up to 256 different colours at any one

time which are selected from a possible 16,777,216 colour

mixes.

CGP uses a special colour index (256) for nondestructive

drawing. This index is called the "exclusive or index"

(xOn) because of the algorithm used. Nondestructive drawing

allows one image to be placed over another temporarily. The

xOR index does not correspond to any particular colour, but

rather it depends upon the colour index which it replaces in

the display buffer. An output primitive drawn with the XOR

colour index will obscure the object previously at that 1o-

cation. However, redrawing the same output primitive with

the XOR colour index erases the primitive and restores the

object which had been obscured. This facility is used by

CGP to display nondestructive cursors when tracking the Io-
cator

3.3.2.4 Overview of Output Processing Pipeline

Figure 9 illustrates the processing involved at the various

stages of CGP's output pipeline. Output attributes are set

independently of output primitive calls. It is during the
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Iater stages of output primitive processing that attributes

are "bound" to a particular primitive. the example illus-

trates the processing involved in a POLYLINE primitive. The

application has set the graphport's line style to solid and

its line colour index to 5. The application no!¡ instructs

CGP to draw a single line by invoking POLYLINE with an array

of 2 points and the graphport as parameters. POLYLINE in-

vokes a transformation routine to perform the compound

transformation represented by the graphportrs output trans-

formation matrix. This matrix includes the model-Iing trans-

formations from the CTM as weII as the viewing transforrna-

tions which map the points into device coordinates. The

resulting points are novr in device coordinates. The line
clipping routine is invoked next to rernove portions of the

line which are not inside the graphport's clip window. At

this point the line output attributes (colour and style) are

bound to the primitive by using them as input parameters to

the line scan conversion routine. The scan conversion al-
gorithm scans a solid line into the display buffer by plac-

ing 5s (the colour index) at pixels which correspond to the

Iine definition. Àt this point CGP's job should be finished

since the hardware will take over. The display processor

displays the image by repeatedly scanning the display buff-
€r, using each pixel as an index into the colour lookup ta-

b1e, and sending the specified intensity mixture of red,

green, and blue to the display monitor.
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3.3.3 CGP Input

Each CGP graphport supports a set four logical input de-

vices. The set consists of one device from each of CGP's

logical input device classes.

3.3.3.1

The CGP

Input

Iogical
Classee

input device classes are:

1 Í,OCÀTOR - returns

coordinate system

the user.

2. CHOTCE

user t s

3. STRTNG

a position in the graphport's world

indicating a location referenced by

4

user.

VALUATOR - returns a real number indicating the cur-

renL setting of a dial-like device.

returns a positive integer indicating the

selection from a set of options.

returns a character string entered by the

devices from each graphport

the implementat i on-dependent

The 1-ogical

mapped onto

are independently

physical devices.

The above logical input device classes are designed to

support a wide variety of graphical input devices. The CGP

classes are the same as those provided by Core and GKS with

two notable exceptions. The STROKE and the PICK input

classes are not supported by CGP.
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The STROKE, Iike the LOCÀTOR, returns location informa-

tíon to the application. The STROKE, however, returns a se-

quence of points rather than just one. The STROKE can be

simulated by a seguence of LOCATOR ca1ls. This reason,

coupled with the desire to keep CGP as small and simple as

possible, made the STROKE expendable.

The PICK is used to identify displayed output prirnitives

which have been selected by the user. In order to support

picking the package must know each displayed primitive's 1o-

cation and pick identifier. Therefore, levels of GKS and

Core which do not support stored segments cannot support the

PICK. Since CGP chose not to support stored segments it

also cannot support the PICK.

3.3.3.2 Input Interaction Modes

CGP input devices operate in two different modes.

SAMPLE mgde - CGP immediately retrieves and returns

the current logical input value for the device. No

device echoing or prornpting is provided and no action

is required on the part of the user.

REQITEST mode - CGP tracks the device using the cur-

rent echoing technique until the device's associated

trigger mechanism is tripped by the user. At this

time CGP stops tracking the device and returns its

Iogical input vaIue.

1

2



A third mode, EVENT mode, v¡as considered

in CGP at this time. EvenÈ mode permics

nication between a user and the graphics

mode was not included because:
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but is not included

asynchronous commu-

appl icat ion. Event

o most applications do not require it
r it adds a modest amount of complexity and code to the

pac kage

o it could easily be integrated into CGP at a later time

if demand warranted it.

The upper levels of GKS and Core support the event input

mode.

The mode in which a CGP input device operates is deter-

mined by the CGP routine used to access it. CGP REQUEST de-

vice routines (i.e., ReqString, ReqLocator, ReqChoice, and

ReqValuator ) interact with devices in request mode while

the SÀMPLE device routines (i.e., SampleString, SanpleLoca-

tor, SampleChoice, and SanpleValuator ) interact with de-

vices in sample mode.

3.3.3.3 Input Àttributes

CGP input devices are controlled on a graphport basis.

The graphport's clip window is used to ensure that all CGP-

provided device echoing remains within the conf ines of. the

graphport. The graphport's transformation matrices are uti-

Iized to remove device dependencies by:



o transforming world coordinate echo

corresponding device positions.
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locations inÈo their

o transforming

graphport's

device-dependent locator input into the

world coordinate system.

Each graphport contains information describing the cur-

rent configuration of its four input devices. By using mul-

tiple graphports the application can simultaneously maintain

several different logical input devices of the same class.

This allows the application to switch between device echo

types without reinitializing the device each time.

lnitially each device is in the default configuration

chosen for it during the opening of the graphport. The ap-

plication can determine the current configuration of an in-
put device by using the appropriate CGP INOUIRE device rou-

tine. This routine will return the device's echo type, its

echo location, and its initial logical value. The applica-

tion can reinitialize an input device by using the appropri-

ate CGP SET devíce routine. These routines can be used to

reset the device's echo type, echo location, and initial

logical value, thereby allowing the application to tailor
the device to suit its needs.

The following describes the

each logical input device class

dling of the device.

attributes associated

and how they affect the

wi th

han-
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Loeator attributes¡
a) rNrTrAL LOcÀToR VALUE The world cooroinate point

to use as Èhe locator's initial logical value.

This point is used to determine the the location

at which echoing will commence (if enabled). This

vaLue is of particular use when the echo technique

revolves around an anchor point.

b) LOCÀTOR EcHo TYPE The echoing technique which is

to be employed in tracking 
. 
the locator during a

request mode interaction. The currently defined

Iocator echo types are:

i ) No Echo CGP tracks the locator but no echo

is provided.

ii) Tracking Cross - À tracking cross is used to

indicate the current position of the loca-

tor.
iii) Cross Hair - A cross hair which spans the

width and height of the viewport is used to

indicate the current position of the loca-

tor.
iv) Rubber Band Line The current position of

the locator is designated by a line connect-

ing this point with the point specified in

the initial locator value.

v) Rectangle The current position of the 1o-

cator is designated with the corner of a

rectangle whose diagonal connects this point
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h'ith the point specified in the initial Io-

cator vaIue.

vi ) Sketch The current position of the locator

is designated with the end point of a con-

tinuous curved line. The line begins at the

point specified in the initial locator value

and traces the path taken by the locator.

Choice attributes:
a) INrrrÀL cHorcE vALUE The integer used as the

initial choice value. This value is used to de-

termine the initial placement of the choice indi-

cator for some echo techniques.

b) CHOTcE ECHO LocÀTrON The world coordinate choice

echo position. This point is used to determine

the positioning of the choice echo within the

graphport's window

c) cHoIcE MENU - A multiple line character string

which describes a set of choices. Each line is

the description of one choice. The choice menu is

used for the choice menu echoing technique.

d) cHOrcE ECHO TYPE The echoing technique to be

used in tracking the choice during a request mode

interaction. The currently defined choice echo

types are:

i) Button/No Echo - No echo is provided. The

application should provide its own prompt to

indicate the meaning of each choice button.
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ii) Menu - The user is prompted with the choices

specified in the current choice menu. The

menu is displayed upright with one choice

per line. The upper left hand corner of the

menu is positioned at the point correspond-

ing to the choice echo position. The user

makes a selection from the menu by using a

positioning device to move a choice indica-

tion marker to the desired menu line and

then pushing the device's trigger. À choice

indication marker is simply a means of high-

lighting the current choice. This marker is
initially positioned on the menu line corre-

sponding to the initial choice value.

3 " String attributes:
a) INITrÀL srRrNG vALUE - The initial logical value

of the string device. This character string is
. used as a prompt when echoing has been enabled.

b) STRTNG EcHo PoSrrIoN The world coordinate point

which indicates the starting position for the

string echoing technique.

c ) STRTNG ECHO TYPE * The echoing technique to be

used in tracking the string during a request mode

interaction. The currently defined echo types

are:

i ) No Echo - No echo is provided. The applica-

tion should provide its own prompt to indi-
cate to the user what it expects as input.
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ii) String Echo CcP uses the initial string
value as a prompt. The prompt is displayed

from left to right beginning at the string

echo position. A cursor is placed at the

end of the prompt to indicate where subseq-

uent string input will be echoed. À simple

editing facility aIlows the user to correct

typing errors prior to the entering of a

carriage return. The carriage return key is

the string device's trigger mechanism.

Valuator attributes:
a) INITIAL VALUÀTOR VALUE The reaT number used as

the valuator's initial logical value. This value

may be used by some echoing techniques as the ini-

tial display vaLue for the device.

b) vÀLUÀToR EcHo LocÀTroN The world coordinate val-

uator echo location. This point is used to deter*

mine the positioning of the valuator echo within

the graphport' s window.

c) vÀLuÀToR EcHo IYPE The echoing technique to be

used in tracking the valuator device during a re-

quest mode interacÈion. The currently defined

valuator echo types are:

i) No Echo - No echo is provided. The applica-

tion should provide a prompt to inform the

user that it expects valuator input.
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nigital The current value of the valuator

is displayeo as a numeric character string.
The string runs from left to right beginning

at the the valuator's echo location.

CGP's logical input device attributes provide a flexible
means of tailoring input devices to suit the needs of the

application. The variety of echo types should satisfy the

needs of most applications. The design does, however, lend

itself to the incorporation of addition echo types should

they be required,

3.3.4 CGP Transformations

This section discusses CGP's method of representing and

performing geometric transformations. A geometric transfor-
mation is a mapping which transforms'a point by translating,
scaling, and/or rotating it. The CGP viewing process uses

geometric transformations to map device-independent world

coordinate points to and from the device-dependent coordi-

nates of the input and output devices. Geometric transfor-
mations are also utilized to carry out the application's
modelling transf ormat ion requests.

The transformation process can become a major bottleneck

in a graphics system because:
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o It is used so frequently. Every point of an output

primitive and every point read from the locator must be

transformed. 1 s

o À large number of transformations may have to be ap-

plied to each point, For example, the transformation

process for a single point of an output primitive may

i nvolve :

any number of modelling transformations (translation,

scaling, rotating)
world coordinate to normalized device coordinate

transformation (translation and scaling)

normalized device coordinate to device coordinate

transformation (translation and scaling)

CGP attempts to minimize this bottleneck by doing as 1ittle
as possible during the actual transformation process. This

is accomplished by composing the above transformations into

a single compound transformation. Figures 10, 11, and 12

illustrate how composition can shorten the transformation

process. The assumption is that the operations which re-
quire composing a new compound transformation ( i.e. , set

window, viewport, translate, scaIe, rotate, etc. ) are used

much Iess frequently than the actual transformation process.

This assumption holds true for most graphic applications.

I s CGP aIlows transformations to
more efficient processing for
in device coordinates.

be disabled. This allows
applications which can work
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and compact means of doing so. À transformation ma-
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trix can contain the specifications

and rotation. Furthermore, the

matrix which, when applied by

has the combined effect of the

for translation, scal-
product of t,wo matrices

the transformation pro-

two multiplicands.

1ñ9 t

is a

cess,

Reca1l the respective formulas for translation, scaling

and rotat ion:

P' P

P

+

x

Tor (x' y'
(x' y'

) (x y)

(x y)

+ (nx Dy)

P' Sor ) Sx0osv

P' P x R or (x' y') (x y) cos
-s in

e
e

s1n
cos

e
0

From the above formulas it is not clear how aII the trans-

formations can be applied via matrix multiplication nor how

they can coexist in a single matrix. The translation formu-

Ia is expressed as the addition of two vectors while the ro-

tation and scaling formulas are expressed as the multiplica-

wc
Compound
ModeI I i ng

and
Viewing
Trans form

DC
--+ #

Figure 12¡ FuIly Composed Transformation Process



tion of a vector and a matrix. These

reciified by rewriting the above formulas

but equivalent coordinate system.
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differences can be

using a different,

t:::

This system, developed by Maxwell 1 6, is known as the ho-

mogeneous coordinate system. The cartesian point P(x,y) is
expressed as p(Wx,Wy,W) in the homogeneous coordinate sys-

tem. W is a nonzero scale factor. A scale factor of 1 witl

suit our purposes. This makes the conversion from cartesian

coordinates to homogeneous coordinates (or vice versa) a

trivial process. For example, the cartesian point p(xry)

becomes the homogeneous point P(x,y,'1 ).

Using the homogeneous coordinate system all transforma-

tions can be written in terms of matrix multiplication.
Moreover, all 3 transformation types can be represented in a

single matrix form. The transformation formulas in homoge-

neous coordinates are as follows:

1 6 MÀxwE46.
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Translation (x' y' 1) (x y 1) 100
010
DxDyl

or P' P x f(Px, Dy)

ScaI i ng (x' v 1) (x y 1) Sx
0
0

00
Svo
01

or P' =Px S (Sx, Sy)

Rotat ion (x' v 1) (x y 1) cos e

-sin e
0

sin e 0
cose0
01

or P' P x R(e)

in which T(Dx, Dy), S(Sx, Sy)

the appropriate 3x3 matrices

above.

and R(0) respectively denote

whose forms are illustrated

I'latrix multiplication is associative but not commutative.

The associative property means that a sequence of transfor-
mations represented by the matrices M1, M2, M3, ..., Mn can

be composed into a single transformation matrix M. Applying

the transformation M to a point P has the same effect as in-
dividually applying each of the original matrices in se-

quence:

e. g. P' Px
Px
Px

M1 xl42 xM3x xl'fn(ul x r{2 x M3 x ... x Mn)
M (whereM=M1 xM2 xM3x x Mn)

Each of the above transf ormation matrices (t't1 , ..., tnln)

represent a single fundamental transformation (of type T

can

s,
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from any numberor R), or a

f undamen ta I
compound transf ormat ion composed

transf ormat ions.

The order in which transformations are applied (or accu-

mulated) can be important since matrix multiplication is not

generally commutative. For example, (t"t1 x M2 x M3) is not

necessarily equivalent to (u¡ x M2 x Ml ), The left to right

order of the matrices defines the logical ordering of the

transformations. The transformations represented by lhe

left most matrix are applied first while the transformations

represented by the right most matrix will be applied last.

CGP a1lows the application to control the order in which

modelling transformations are applied to the CTM. Each new

transformation can be apptied as the first (tett most) or

Iast (right most) transformation.

The net effect of a sequence of transformations can be

understood if one realizes the effect of each successive

transformation. Successive transformations of the same type

are the easiest to understand. Successive translations are

additive.

e. g. P'

Successive scalings are mult iplicative.

(Dx1,
(px1

PxT
PxT

Sx2, Sy2 )

x Sy2)
(sx1,
(sx1

PxS
PxT

Dy1) x
+ DxZ,

sy1) x r(
x Sx2, Sy1

t(ox2 , Ðy2)
Dy1 + Ðy2)

ê .9. P'

Successive rotations are addiÈive.
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e. g. P' x R(e2)
e2)

Some properties hold for transformation matrix multipli-

cation which do not hold for general matrix multiplication.
This occurs because transformation matrices form a restric-

tive subset of matrices. Commutativity holds for the trans-

formation matrices M1 and M2 where:

P x R(01)
PxR(e1+

1. M1

2. M1

3. Ml

4. M1

ing

Sx

In these

tions are

and

and

and

and

or

M2 contain only translations

M2 contain only scalings

142 conta in only rotat ions

MZ contain only rotations and simple

contraction scalings (i.e., scalings

st retch-

in which

= Sy)

restrictive cases the order in which transforma-

applied doesn't matter.

3.3.4.2 The CGP Transfornatíon t¡latrix

The general form of a composite transformation matrix is:

r r 0
11 12

M rr 0
21 22

txtyl
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The composite scaling and rotation transformation is con-

taineo in the 2x2 rrrtr submatrix. The composite x and y

translations are contained in the respective t elements"

The last column of the matrix remains constant for aII

transformation matrices. The CGP transformation matrix
(rypn TMtx) stores only the first two columns since they

fully define the transformation.

The standard multiplication

above matrix M is performed as

of a point P(x,y,1) with the

follows:

P' PxM

xt r
11

12

11

+1txx +yr

v =xr+yr+1ty

21

22

21

'l =x0+y0+11

xr +yr +tx

This requires 9 multiplications and 6 additions to transform

a single point. By taking into account the constant nature

of the third column this can be reduced to the following

formula:

P' PxM

x

y' = X f + y f +
12 22

with this formula a point

plications and 4 additions

can be transformed with
(a substantial saving).

ty

4 multi-
In cer-
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tain cases CGP can do a little better than this. If no ro-

tation has been specified then the faciors r12 arrd r21 wili

be zero and the formula reduces to 2 multiplications and 2

additions.

Pt = P x M

x

v

r

xr +y0 +tx

x
11

+tx
'1 

1

yr + ty

x0 +yr +ty
22

22

Rotations are required by the modelling process but not by

the viewing process. CGP uses this efficient simplified
formula for the large percentage graphics applications which

do not rotate objects.

3.3.4.3 CGP Matrices

Figures 10, 11, and 12 illustrate that the CGP transfor-
mation scheme revolves around maintaining a set of transfor-
mation matrices, but only one transformation matrix is ap-

plied during the transformation of a point. Obviously CGP

must maintain at least one transformation matrix for each

different device coordinate system. For a single device co-

ordinate system, however, one might ask why several matrices

are maintained if only a single compound matrix is applied.



The reason is that each matrix

compound transformation does a

them too early would make the

these tasks extremely difficult
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involved in constructing the

separate task. Combining

independent manipulation of

or impossible.

The three tasks which CGP maintains matrices for are:

Modelling transformations (wC -> wc).

a) one matrix per graphport

b) commonly referred to as the CTM

c) manipulated by CGP modelling routines
gtindow to vierport víeníng transformation (WC >

NDC).

a) one matrix per graphport

b) manipulated by CGP SetI{indow and SetViewport rou-

tines

Normalized device to device viewing transformation
(xoc -> Dc).

a) one per device coordinate system

b) set during package initialization

The three tasks are combined into compound modelling and

viewing transformations by the CGP ConposeTransforms rou-

tine. It creates a new compound world to device coordinate

transformation matrix for each output device and a corre-

sponding inverse matrix (device coordinate to world coordi-

nate) for each locator device. CornposeTransformg must be

invoked whenever changes are made to a graphport's modelling

or viewing transformations.

1

2

3
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The Dabacube graphics processor uÈilized by the current

implementation of CGP actually has two coordinate systerns.

One addresses the pixel display buffer while the other ad-

dresses the character p1ane. ?he Datacube's hardware char-

acter generator uses the character plane. In order to use

the hardware character generator CGP must maintain a sepa-

rate transformation matrix to address the character plane.

This adds some overhead to the transformation maintenance

process but simplifies the character generating process.

CGP uses the graphport's inverse matrix to map locator

coordinates into world coordinates. This transformation as-

sumes that locator coordinates are equivalent to the corre-

sponding output device coordinates (upon which the locator

is tracked). In many cases (e.g. the current implementa-

tion) tfris is not true. Therefore, CGP maintains a trans-

formation matrix to map locator device coordinates into the

corresponding output device coordinates. À11 Iocator to

output device transformation matrices are set at package

initialization time.

3.3.5 CGP Scan Conversion

This section describes the scan conversion algorithms

used by CGP. Implementations utilizing output devices capa-

ble of performing their own scan conversion may not require

all or any of these scan conversion routines. These rou-



tines are part of CGP since it is designed to

range of processors and graphics hardware.
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run on a broad

Scan conversion, Iike transformations, must be efficient
because of its frequent use. In scan conversion there are

often trade-offs between speed and quality. Often a sub-

stantial increase in processing time and complexity is re-
quired for a modest increase in picture quality. Some pic-

ture enhancemenLs are not within the scope of a general

purpose graphics package. For example, ên antialiasing
scheme to eliminate "the jaggies", precludes the use of a

user defined colour lookup tab1e. CGP's attitude is to pro-

vide decent picture quality with the emphasis on efficiency.

3.3.5.1 Lines

À Iine scan conversion algorithm must convert the line
definition passed to it (i.e., two end points, style, width,

and colour) into a two dimensional pixel map image of the

line. The pixel map can only approximate the line since

pixels have integer coordinates. The primary task of any

line scan conversion routine is to calculate which pixels

come closest to the . actual line connecting the two end

points. Typically each algorithm moves from end point to

the other, one scan line at a time. Àt each scan line they

calculate the other coordinate (i.e., y if the scan line is

x) which comes closest to falling on the line. The algor-
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in which these intermediate

433-435

One simple algorithm is t,o begin at the end point with

the lowest x value and repeatedly increment x until the oth-

er end point's x coordinate is reached. For each x val-ue

the corresponding y value is calculated from the standard

line formula (y = mx + b), The actual y value is chosen by

rounding it to the closest integer. This algorithm can be

slow due to the multiplication and rounding required. It

can also be inaccurate if the slope is not calculated to

sufficient precision.

CGP uses a variation of Bresenham's line algorithm.lT

Bresenham's algorithm is a little more complicated than the

above algorithm but it is more efficient because it uses

only integer arithmetic. Foley and van Daml8 present a sim-

ple version of Bresenham's algorithm which wbrks on lines

which have a slope between 0 and 1. The following is basi-

caIly that presentation with a modification to aIlow the

slope to vary between -1 and 1. (e further modification is

presented later which wiII allow lines of any slope to be

converted by the algorithm. )

17 BRESE65, pp

I I FoLEY82, pp

2s-30.

433-435. pp.
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Àssume:

1 ) che line is to be drawn from

P[1] = (x[1] , y[1] ) to p[n] = (x[n] , ylnl )

2) dy = y[n) - y[11

dx = x[n] - xlll
3) the slope m = dy/dx satisfies (-l <= m <= 1)

4) x[1] <= x[n]

The Bresenham algorithm works from one end point to the

other by incrementing one coordinate or the other. We'Il

use x for this explanation. The coordinates of an interme-

diate pixel Ptil are chosen as fo1lows. Às depicted in fig-
ures 13 and 14, since x[i] has already been determined,

there are at most 2 possibilities for y[i]. That is, one

for the point above the actual- Iine and one for the point

below it. (Hote: If the pixel is right on the line then

these points are the same.) TIi] is at distance ltl from

the actual line and SIi] is at distance l"l. The algorithm

chooses the point with the minimum distance by using a deci-

sion variable dIi]. The decision variable dtil is a measure

which is proportional to the difference in the distances lsl
and ltl. The task of the Bresenham algorithm is to define

such a measure in a manner which can be calculated effi-
ciently for each point PIi].

The following is the derivation of the decision variable

dtil and its interpretation.
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r

P[i-1]=(r,q) S[i] = (r+1,q)

a - chosen pixel O - alternate Pixel

Figure 13: Bresenham Geometry (0 < m <1)

T[i] = (r+1,q+1)

P[i-1]=(r,q) S[i] -- (r+1,q)

Y=lÏlx

O - chosen pixel O - alternate pixel

Figure 14: Bresenham Geometry (-1 < m < 0)

t

S

,t
T[i]= (r+1,q-1)

\¡
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Translate both end points by (-x[1],-y[1] ) so that the

transiated Iine is between (û,0) ano (dx,dy). The equation

of this line is y = (ðy/dx) x.

1f we represent the coordinates of the point PIi-1] (after

translation) as (r, g), then we may let
slil = (r + 1, q) and, T[i] = (r + 1, q + yincr),

where yincr is the "sign" of the slope ( i.e., 1 or -1 ).
SIil then represents the pixel tying immediately to the

right of PIi-1], while TIi] represents the pixel lying to

the side of SIi] determined by yincr.
In addition, Iet

s = (ay/ax) (r + 1) 9,

t = q + yincr (ay/ax)(r + 1).

If l"l ltl <

P[i] is chosen to be S[i]. otherwise P[i] is chosen to be

TIi].
Note that

s + | = yincr = +1 or -1,

Yincr > Q =¡ s > 0 and t > O,

yincrcQ =>s<0 andL<0.
Moreover, wê observe that in view of the above observations

Itl ltl = (s t)yincr
= [(ay/ax)(r + 1) q - q yincr

+ (ay/ax)(r + 1)l yincr

= l7(ay/ax) (r + 1 ) 2q yincr] yincr

= z(ldvl/ax)(r + 1) 2q(yincr) - 1.
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Since x is always increasing dx must be positive and dx( lsl
- lt i ) must have the same sign as l" i - l. I . Theref ore v¡e

can use it as our decision variable d[i].

MuItiplying through by dx we get

dx(lsl ltl) = dtil = zlayl(r + 1)

2dx(yincr) (q) - dx

dIi] = 2ldyl(r) + zl¿vl - 2dx(yincr)(q) dx.

Substituting r = x[i-1] and q = y[i-1J we get

dlil = 2lavl(xti_11) + zlovl

2dx(yincr)(vti-11 ) - dx.

The next decision variable is
dli+11 = 2lavl(xliJ) + zlavl - 2dx(yincr)(vtil) dx.

subtract dtil from dIi+1] to find their difference

dIi+1] - dtil = 2lavl(xtil) + zlavl

2dx(yincr)(vtil) dx

- 2ldvl(xti-11) 2ldyl

+ 2dx(yincr) (Vti-11 ) + dx

= 2ldvl(xtil - xIi-1]) - 2dx(yincr)(vtil - vti-11)
writing dIi+1] in terms of dtil v¡e get

dIi+1] = dIi] + 2lavl(xtil - xIi-1])
2dx(yincr) (y Ii] y Ii-1 ] ) .

we know that x Ii] x Ii-1 ] is 1 , therefore

dli+11 = dlil + zldvl - 2dx(yincr)(ylil vli-11)
we also know that y[i] - y[i-1] is 0 when Stil is chosen,

so if dtil <

dIi+1] = dIi] + 2ldyl.
Final1y, ylil - yti-11 is yincr when Tlil is chosen,

so if dtil >= 0 then
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dli+11 = dtil + ZlAyl - 2dx(yincr)(yincr)

= dtil + 2ldyl - 2dx.

Thus we have developed an incremental method of calculating

successive decision variables. The algorithm's inner loop

requires only integer addition and comparison and is there-

fore quite eff icient.

The initial d value is calculated for i=1 by knowing that

(x[0] ,y[0] ) = (0,0) and evaluating the formula:

dtil = 2ldyl(xti-11) - 2dx(yincr)(yli-11) + zlayl - dx

dtll = zlavl - dx

CGP generalizes the above algorithm so that a line of any

slope can be processed. This is accomplished by interchang-

ing the x and y coordinates when the slope is greater than 1

or less than -1. This effectively inverts the slope which

now must be between 1 and -1. The x and y coordinates are

swapped back before each pixel is written.

A final modification allows it to produce different line

styles. À CGP line style mask is a used as a parameter.

The mask represents a repeating bit pattern to be used in

drawing the line. Each bit is used in rotation to indicate

whether the current pixel chosen by the above algorithm is

to be filled in. If the bit is'1'the pixel is filled in,

if it is'O'the pixel remains unchanged. Figures 15 and 16

illustrate results of drawing the same horizontal line with

different Iine styles. For more detail on the algorithm re-

fer to the code and its documentation.
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Figure 15: SoIid line (style mask "11111111")

Figure 16: Dashed line (sty1e mask "11110000")

Finally, the translation of the line used earlier (i.e.,

by (-x[1],-y[1] ) ) must be reversed to restore the line to

its original position relative to the origin.

:.4.

3.3.5.2 Polygons

A polygon scan conversion algorithm converts a set of

points (describing the successive edges of a polygon) into a

fiIIed area in the raster display buffer. These algorithms

are more complex and time consuming than Iine scan conver-

sion algorithms.
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The basic technique is to process one scan line at a

time, filling in pixels which are on or are "inside" edges

of the polygon that intersect the scan line. CGP uses an

algorithm described by Fotey and van Daml e which employs two

spatial coherence optimizations as well as edge sorting to

improve performance.

The spatial coherence optimizations take advantage of the

fact that the values of pixels (i.e., whether they are in-

side or outside the polygon) very often do not change be-

tween adjacent pixels. Therefore, we should concentrate on

the points at which these pixel values change rather than

testing each and every pixel on the scan line. These points

of change are the points at which the scan line intersects

t,he edges of the polygon. (ttre polygon edges and their re-

spective intersection points are maintained in the Edge Ta-

bIe. )

Figure 17 illustrates how a scan line is processed using

the scan line coherence technique. First, the intersection
points (in this example, I1 to 74) of the scan line and the

polygon edges are calculated. These points are then sorted

left to right (i.e., ascending order by x value). Finally,
the appropriate "runs" (in this example, R1 and R3) of pix-

els are determined and filled in by counting edge crossings.

With the exception noted below, each time a polygon edge is

crossed (as the scan line is processed from left to right)

1s FOLEY82, pp. 457-460.
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Figure 17: Polygon Scan Conversion
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an exterior run to an interior
number of edge crossings in

beginning of a run inside the

of crossings indicates end of

There are two problems in calculating the intersection

points:

The filting process requires an even number of inter-
sections to work properly. However, the existence of

a polygon vertex on the scan line may lead to an odd

number of intersections since it is actually part of

two edges.

Calculating the (possible) intersection of each poly-

gon edge with each scan line is time consuming and

unnecessary.

The vertex problem is somewhat sticky since some cases

require that two intersection points be counted (..g. V1 in

Figure 17) while others reguire that only one be counted

(e.g. v2 in Figure 17). The answer to how many intersec-

tions should be counted is based upon whether or not the

vertex is a local maximum or minimum. rf it is a minimum or

maximum, then a run of a single pixel should be filled in at

this point. In other words the filling algorithm requires

that two intersection points be counted for the vertex. If

no local minimum nor maximum exists at the vertex, then it

1

2
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is only part of a run. In this case only one intersection

point is counted. À simple way to avoid this problem during

intersection calculation is to shorten (by one scan line) in

the latter case one of the vertex's incident edges. CGP

does this during the creation of the Edge Table (er) prior

to the filling process begins.

The second problem can be dealt with by timiting the edg-

es (for which intersections are calculated) to those which

actually cross the scan line. Very often only a few edges

intersect a given scan line. AIso, these edges are very of-
ten the same ones from one scan line to the next. This

property is known as edge coherence. The intersection
points for these edges are easily calculated from one scan

to the next by using the old x intercept. For example, sup-

pose the x intercept of the scan line yti] and an edge hav-

ing slope m = dy/dx has been determined at value xlil. The

corresponding x intercept of this edge with the next scan

1 ine y I i+1 ] occurs at

xli+11 = xIi] + 1/n

provided that the edge does not terminate at (x[i],y[i]).

Therefore, the x increment of an edge is defined as 1/^.

In order to understand how edge coherence is utilized and

how unimportant edges are eliminated from the processing of

a particular scan Iine we must understand the Edge Table

(et). The ET contains an entry for each nonhorizontal edge

of the polygon. Horizontal edges are discarded since they



do not intersect scan lines.

edge table entry contains the

values, x value corresponding

Èhe edge's x increment. It

increment as it is always 1.

Àt the time of

edgeos minimum

to the minimum
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its creation an

and maximum y

y value, and

to store a yis not necessary

After its creation, the Edge Table is maintained in

ascending order by x v¡ithin y (tt¡e sort point ) . Sort ing on

the y coordinate ensures that edges crossing the current

scan are grouped together in the table. Sorting on the x

coordinate ensures that the intercepts for the current scan

Iine are maintained in left to right order for the filling
process.

The filling portion of the algorithm begins with the scan

Iine corresponding to the y val,ue of the first edge in the

t,abIe. The Active Edge Table (eet) consists of the subset

of entries in the ET which intersect the scan line currently
being processed. The filling process uses the intersection
points of the ÀET entries to fill the appropriate pixel runs

as earlier described. As the algorithm moves to the next

scan line the ÀET may change, but edge coherence tells us

that it shoul-dn't change much. Moving to the next scan re-
quires incrementing the current intersection points of AET

entries so they correspond to the nel¡ scan line. AET en-

tries whose y value is already equal to the maximum y value

for their edge will be deleted from the AET since these edg-

es do not reach the new scan line. New entries are added to
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the ÀET when the current scan line reaches their initiat

minimum y value. Àt this point the ÀET must be resorted to

ensure that the x intercepts for the new scan line are in
left to right order.20 This process in repeated until the

ÀET is empty.

The sorting technique utilized could greatly effect the

efficiency of the algorithm. CGP uses a select.ion sort.
The selection sort is smal1 and simple sorting technique

which runs in a time of order N2. It is quite efficient for

sorting a few items, but can be tremendously inefficient
when sorting a large number of items. The selection sort

out-performs even the efficient QUICKSORT until more than 9

items are being sorted. The selection sort was chosen be-

cause the majority of sorts performed during scan conversion

will be small. Most of the polygons which applications want

drawn are simple and consist of few edges. These polygons

can always be processed efficiently. Many complex polygons

may also be processed efficiently. The whole ET is only

sorted once by the algorithm. The ÀET, however, must be

sorted for each scan line. The efficiency of these frequent

sorts is a function of the number of edges which cross the

scan line (usually small) and the number of edges out of or-

der (usually very small). The AET becomes large for certain

degenerate polygons such as the horizonal saw in figure 18,

but remains small for complex polygons such as the vertical

20 The CGP sort of the ÀET also shuffles out the old nonin-
cremented entries.
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savr in figure 19. To improve performance on large sorts the

sort routine could dynamicaliy select a more efficient ai-
gorithm (such as the QUICKSORT) when sorting a large number

of edges. At this point, however, CGP has found this to be

unneceSsary.

The following is a rough

plemented in CGP. Greater

code and its documentation.

of the algorithm as

can be obtained from

outline
deta i I

im-

the

1 Polyg
1.1
1.2

on Scan Convert ÀIgorithm
Create Edge TabIe
Scan Edge Table

1.1 Create Edge TabIe

For each edge described by successive points in the
point array:
I f the edge is not horizontal.

Àdd the edge to the ET
If the edge must be shortened (i.e., vertex problem)

Increment the nevr edge table entry
1.2 Scan Edge TabIe

SOrt ET
tnitialize start of
lnitialize the scan

first ET entry

AET to the first ET
line to the y value

ent ry
of the

Repeat Until the ÀET is empty
Fill in pixel runs as per ÀET
Increment those AET entries where y < y max
Increment scan line
Find end of new ÀET
SorT AET
Find start of new ÀET



'*'€</<f <f <fsr*\2<f <f </
I
Scan line Figure 1B: Horizontal Saw (large AET)

A
s"rh line

Figure 19: Vertical Saw (small AET)
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3"3.5.3 Boundary FiII Regions

The result of a boundary fill and a polygon fill may look

the the same, but these results are achieved through very

different means. À polygon is defined by a set of vertices

and the edges that they connect. À boundary region is de-

fined in the raster display buffer by a point (which identi-

fies the region's interior) and by a surrounding boundary of

pixels containing the "boundary value". The region is

filled by propagating a "fiLI vaLue" from the interior point

to the boundary.

As illuslrated in figure 20, there are two types of

boundary regions: 4-connected, and 8-connected. À

4-connect,ed region is bounded on 4 directions (rp, down,

left, and right) by boundary value pixels. In addition to

Èhese directions, the 8-connected region is also bounded on

the 4 diagonals. The fill pixel value must be propagated in

all boundary directions. It is important Lo match the fill

algorithm with the region type. As may be seen in the dia-
gramr ârì 8-way fiIl wiII escape a 4-connected region (along

a diagonat direction) while a 4-way fill may not reach all
areas of an 8-connected region (it the interior consists of

several 4-connected components).

CGP uses  -connect regions since their

easiest for the application to construct.

ithm is a very simple recutrsive one:

boundaries are the

The basic algor-
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Assume:
BOUNDÀRY
FI LL
BUFFER
X'Y

is the boundary pixel value
is the filt pixel value
is the 2 dimensional pixel buffer
are the coordinates of the current
to be inspecteð/f.iIled

pixel

Procedure BoundaryFill (x,v)

If BUFFER(x,Y) not
BUFFER(x,Y) not

= BOUNDARY and
= FILL then

BUFFER(x,Y) := FILL
BoundaryFiIl (x+1 ,Y)
BoundaryFill (X-1 ,Y)
BoundaryFill (x,Y+1 )

BoundaryFiIl (x,Y-1 )

End If

End Procedure

The algorithm for an 8-way fiII is very similar.

The highly recursive nature of this algorithm makes it

slow (due to the overhead of subroutine linkage) and very

likely to encounter stack overflow if memory is limited.

Stack overflow is the exhausting of the memory used to store

status ( i . e. , local data areas r Íê9i sters, and return ad-

dress) when calls are made. Remember that the size of pixel

buffers (and regions) can be quite large. A 1024 x 1024

pixel buffer is not uncommon. The stack depth required to

fill a large region can be formidable.

More efficient nonrecursive algorithms l-ack the simples-

tic elegance of the above algorithm, but they drastically
reduce the stack depth required. CGP uses one such algor-
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ithm. It is based upon Smith's21 "Tint FiIl" and its pres-

entation by Foley and van Dam.22 The algorithm works by

stacking the starting points of runs. À run is a horizontal

line of pixels which are bounded on each side by boundary or

fill pixels. (tn the CGP version, a run's starting point is

its teft most point.) The algorithm works as follows:

Assume:
- BOUNDÀRY is the boundary pixel value

FILL is the fill pixel val-ue
- STÀRT is the initial point identifying the

interior of the re
- CURRENT is the starting po

begin processed

ion
nt of Lhe run currently

I
i

RUNSTACK is a stack containing the starting points
of runs

Procedure BoundaryFi I1

StackRuns (for scan line STÀRT.y, starting at START.x,
right boundary is START.x)

While the RUNSTÀCK is not empty
Remove top run from RUNSTACK and assign it to CURRENT
FilI in CURRENT run
StackRuns (for scan Iine CURRENT.y + 1 , starting at

CURRENT.x, right boundary is end point of
CURRENT run)

StackRuns (for scan Iine CURRENT.y 1 , starting at
CURRENT.x, right boundary is end point of
CURRENT run)

End While

End BoundaryFill

21 sMrrHTg,

22 FoLEY82,

27 6-283 .

450.

pp.

pp.
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À5sume:
SCÀNLI NE is the scan line for which runs are to be

stac ked
is the initial search column (x)STÀRTX_ MÀXX is the limit column beyond which
invalid (i.e., runs past MAXX may
part of the region)

NOTE: the coordinate (StantX,
the current location in
buffer

quite small. In the simplest case there wiII
on the stack as shown by the numbers 1 and 2

The more complex the region the more runs it
line and therefore the greater the stack depth.

runs
not

are
be

SCÀNLINE) is
the pixel

Procedure StackRuns ( ScaultNu, STÀRTX, MAxx )

Find first fill or boundary value to the left.
Start search at (scellltHn, STARTX).

Repeat until the MÀXx column is reached
Find start of next run ( i.e. , first nonfi1l,

pixel to the right).
Stack start of run point.
Find end of current run ( i.e., first filI or

pixel to the right).
End Repeat

nonboundary

boundary

End StackRuns

There will always be at least one run entry on the stack

for each unfilled portion of the region. When the stack is
empty the algorithm terminates since the filling must be

complete. The algorithm only attempts to stack runs for the

scan lines just above and below the run that has just been

filled. AIso one entry on this stack witl directly lead to
the filling of a run of pixels, not just one as in the re-
cursive case. For these reasons the stack depth is usually

be only 2 runs

in figure 21.

has per scan

It is still
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rare, however, for the stack to reach any great depth. CGp

currently uses a maximum stack depth of 50 ano it has yet to

encounter an overflow condition. If the maximum depth is
reached the algorithm simply stops stacking runs until the

stack depth is reduced. This may result in some parts of

the region not being filled. This is a reasonabLe approach

since most region filling is done on an interactive basis.

The user seLect,s a region to be filled and a fill colour"

If the region does not get completely filled the user will

simply make another request to fill the remaining portion.

In any event, this approach is much preferable to the criti-

ca1 errors (out of memory) ttrat would be encountered by the

recursive algorithm.

For more complete details on the algorithm, consult the

code and its documentation.

3.3.5.4 Characters and llarkers

The process of drawing characters in the display buffer

is a simple one. The characters are actually prescan con-

verted into bit map templates. A character is placed at the

requested position in the display buffer by simply copying

its template. More exotic operations such as scaling or ro-

tating the template are possible. However' CGP does not

support them.
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The current ccp implementation uses the Datacube's hard_

ware character generator for the TEXT primitive. Markers,
however, reguire more accurat,e placement than can be ob_

tained through this character generator. Therefore, markers

are scan converted using this software process. provided

that memory is avairable for all the temprates, cGp could
easily use this facirity to generate its own characters.

The cGP bit map copier is a general purpose routine which
can place a copy of a variabre sized bit map into the dis-
play buffer. The copy can be made using any corour index
including xoR. The bit map is a self defining string of
bytes of the following form:

Byte 1

Byte 2
Byte 3. .N

The algorithm aligns the top left
late with the specified starting
through the template, row by rov¡,

the template.

The number of rows in the bit image.
The number of bytes in each bit image rov¡.
The bit image. A '1' bit means fill thecorresponding pixel with the selected colour.A '0' bit means leave the corresponding pixel
untouched.

hand corner of the temp-

point. I t. then loops

filling in pixels as per

This general purpose routine can be used for characters,
markers, and anything erse that can be placed in a bit map

template. For greater detair refer to the code and its doc-
umentat ion.
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3.3"6 CIipr¡i-no

Clipping removes the portions of output primitives which

lie outside the boundaries of the drawing area as defined by

the current window specification. The clipping process,

Iike scan conversion and the transformation process can be-

come a bottleneck because of the volume that it must handle.

Clipping algorithms must be carefulty chosen and tuned if

the clipping process is to perform well-.

There are severaf places in

clipping could take place.

These are a few of the logical

the output pipeline at which

Each has its pros and cons"

Iocations:

2

Clip in world coordinates before any transformations

take place.

Clip in world coordinates after the modelling trans-

formations have been applied.

CIip in normalized device coordinates.

Clip in device coordinates after all transformations

have been appì-ied.

Options 2 and 3 split up the transformation process thereby

limiting the amount of transformation composition which can

be done. This can double the number of transformations

which have to be applied to each point in the output pipe-

Iine. Options 1 and 4 allow complete composition of all

modelling and viewing transformations. The advantage of

clipping in world coordinates (opt.ion 1 ) is that some points

1

3

4
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may be removed before they reach the transformation process.

This reduces the amount of processing that the transforma-

tion process must perform. The problem with this approach

is that the modelling transformations will have to take

place after the clipping. These transformations do not af-

fect the window but they do affect the placement of objects

relative to it. Modelling transformations may move parts of

clipped primitives out of the actual window. The results of

this are unpredictable (i.e., device, and scan conversion

dependent). lts possible that primitives may wrap around in

the display buffer. Equally bad, is the fact that the mod-

eIling transformations may move into the window portions of

primitives which have already been clipped away. obviously,

these clipped portions are lost and cannot be displayed.

For these reasons, CGP uses the last option and clips in de-

vice coordinates. This means that all primitive points, re-

gardless of whether they are wit,hin the window, are trans-

formed. However, this process guarantees that nothing wilI

be drawn outside the window and that nothing will be prema-

turely clipped out of the picture.

CGP viewports (and therefore CGP clip windows) are up-

right rectangles. À simple regularly shaped clipping window

such as this aIlows for more efficient clipping techniques

than a more complex window (such as a polygon).
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3.3.6.1 Poínts

Determining whether a point is within an upright rectan-

gular clip window is a simple process. The points position

relative to each window edge must be determined" The point

o P inside

Window
Max y

A outside

Min y

Min x Max x

Figure 222 Clipping Points

must be inside each edgei otherwise it is clipped.

ure 22 illustrates point O is clipped even though

side 3 of the windows edges. The point P is found

side the window because it satisfies the

inequalities:
Min x <= P.x (= Max x
Min y <= P.y (= Max y

As fig-
it is in-
to be in-
following

Point clipping is used to clip markers, text characters,

and locator input,
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3.3.6.2 Línes

Clipping Iines

always an all or

is somewhat more complex

not,hing situation. The

since

f i gure

it is not

23 iIlus-

trates 4 situations which may occur.

CGP uses the Cohen-Sutherland line clipping algorithm be-

cause of its efficiency. The Cohen-sutherland algorithm is

particularly efficient in the processing of Iines which are

entirely inside or outside the clip windor+. The algorithm's

Window Window o-o

inside
no cl ipping

out s ide
( ent i re line cI pped )

glindow Window

o

clip one end) (clip both ends)

Figure 242 Clipping Lines
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strength lies in its ability to "trivially" accept or reject

I ines.

Àny line clipper can trivially accept a line by simply

checking that both end points are within the window. If the

line can't be trivially accepted many algorithms bog down.

The brute force technique involves checking if the line in-

tersects any window edge. If it does then part of the line

must be inside the window. These calculations require solv-

ing 2 simultaneous equations for each window edge, a time

consuming process. Furthermore, a line can't be rejected

until all 4 window edges are checked.

The

chec ks

tions.
points

Cohen-Sutherland algorithm does a series

on the end points before it attempts any

The line can be trivialty rejected if

are:

of region

intersec-

both end

r above the window

o below the window

o to the right of the window

o to the left of the winðow.

These region checks are simple and

be trivially accepted or rejected

the line at each window edge until

be trivially accepted or rejected.

quick. I f the line can't

the algorithm will clip
the remaining portion can
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The algorithm uses a set of codes, called "outcodes", to
describe the location of eacir end poinù rerative to each

window edge. As shown in figure 25, adapted from Fo1ey and

van Dam23, the outcodes of a point consist of 4 bits. Each

bit st,ands f or a window edge. The bit i s turned on i f the

point lies outside that edge. Outcodes of '0000' means that

1 001 1 000 1010

0001

Wi ndow

0000 001 0

01 01 01 00 0110

Figure 252 End Point Outcodes

the point is within the window. Outcodes provide

quick and simple method of triviatly accepting or

a line. For example, assuming:

us with a

rejecting

23 FOLEY82, Bp. 146"
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1

2

3

the line being clipped runs from

outcodes(P) are the outcodes for

outcodes(Q) are the outcodes for

PtoQ
ihe end

the end

point P

point O

The line can be trivially accepted if the result of ORing

outcodes(P) and outcodes(Q) is 0000 (i.e., outcodes(p) +

outcodes(Q) = 0000) since both end points are within the

window. The line can be trivially rejected if the result of

ÀNDing outcodes(P) and outcodes(Q) is not 0000 (i.e., out-

codes(P) * outcodes(Q) not = 0000) since both end points are

in the same region outside the window.

If neither of the above conditions apply the Cohen-Suth-

erland algorithm uses an efficient iterative strategy to

home in on any intersection point rather than using the

brute force technique. The strategy is to clip the line at

each (appropriate) window edge until the remaining portion

can be accepted or rejected (in the above manner). The out*

codes guide the selection of edges to clip against. Some

lines may need to be clipped at all 4 edges before they can

be accepted or rejected, but most will only require 1 or 2

clips.

Calculating the intersection of the line with the infi-
nite line containing a window edge is simplified by the fact

that the window edges are horizontal and vertical. This

means that the x or y coordinate can always be obtained

v¡ithout any calculation. The other coordinate is obtained

using either
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v v + m(x x )
1

or
x=x+ (1/n) (v v

1

Once this is done the portion of the line which is outside

t,he window edge is discarded. I f the remaining portion can-

not be trivially accepted nor rejected the clip process is
repeated using a different window edge.

For more detail refer to the code and its documentation.

3.3.6.3 Polygons

Polygons represent the most difficult clipping problem

because of Lhe many different situations which may arise.
In addition to the all, none, and partial clipping situ-
ations of the line, clipping a concave polygon may result in

two or more output polygons. Edges may have to be added,

deleted or trimmed during the process.

CGP uses a modified Sutherland-Hodgman polygon clipper.2a
The Sutherland-Hodgman clipper is a very generat algorithm

which can clip any potrygon against any convex clipping poly-

gon. Furthermore is can clip in 3D against a convex polyhe-

dron. CGP, however, only needs to clip in 2D against an up-

right rectangular clip window. By taking this into account

the Sutherland-Hodgman algorithm can be modified to perform

more efficiently.

24 SUTHE7S, pp. 32-42.
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The Sutherland-Hodgman algorithm t,akes as input a vert,ex

array of length n. T'he edges of ri-re polygon are def ined by

successive vertices with the last edge being between the

last and first vertices of the array. It produces a similar
array of length m containing the vertices of the clipped po-

lygon(s). Note that m is not necessarily equal to n.

The algorithm breaks up the complex problem of clipping
the entire polygon against the entire window into a series

of simpler problems. The simpler problem is that of clip-
ping '1 polygon edge against 1 window edge. There are 4 pos-

sible cases for an edge between the points P and S as shown

in figure 26.2s The algorithm is shown moving from one edge

of the input polygon to the next until all the edges have

been processed. Assume vertex S has already been processed

as part of the previous edge (i.e., we are trying to decide

what to do with the vertex P and any intersection point I

with the window edge). Case 1 shows that both S and P are

inside the window edge and therefore P is added to the out-

put 1ist. Case 2 shows that the edge intersects the window

edge at point I and that P is outside the window edge.

Therefore, the point I is added to the output list, effec-
tively clipping the line segment I to P from the edge. Case

3 indicates that both P and S are outside the window edge so

no points are added to the output list. This effectively
delet,es this edge. The final case shows that the edge in-

2s surHn75, pp. 34.
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Figure 26: Polygon Edge Clipping



tersecLs the window at point I vrith P

winoow edge. ln this case both I and P

output Iist. This effectively deletes the

and S. Note thaL a new polygon edge has

the window edge used in the clipping.

A polygon is clipped

time, into the clipping
is required to start the

The above description would imply that the algorithm is
divided into stages. Each stage clips the input polygon

against a single window edge, creating an intermediate set

of vertices for the next stage. While this is possible, it
is not the method used. The algorithm is actually struc-
tured as a pipeline of polygon clippers with one clipper per

window edge. Rather than adding a vertex directly into the

output list it is passed to the nexÈ clipper in the pipe-

Iine. (Note: À vertex is passed to the next level clipper
only if it is inside the current window edge.) The final
clipper in the pipel"ine adds vertices into the output Iist.
This method avoids the need for temporary arrays to store

the intermediate polygons.

There aren't actually separate routines for each clipper
in the pipeline. The clipper is reentrant so it simply

calls itself to perform the clipping at subsequent window

edges.
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being inside the

are added to the

segment between I

been created along

by feeding its vertices, one at a

pipeline. Some special processing

pipeLine since clipping cannot lake
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place until the clipper has two vertices (i.e,, an edge) to

work with. Some special processing is also required to

close the clipped polygon at each level since the last edge

of the polygon is defined by the first and last vertices in

the array.

Às noted earlier CGP takes advantage of the fact it is
clipping against an upright rectangular window rather than a

more general convex poJ-ygon. This leads to two optimiza-

tions:

1. À more efficient means is used to determine a ver-

tex's location relative to the clip window edges.

2. À more efficient means of intersecting a polygon edge

with a window edge.

Both of these optimizations are based on techniques borrowed

from the Cohen-sutherland Iine clipping algorithm. The op-

timizations are provided by sharing the Outcodes and Inter-
sect routines which are used by the line clipper.

For more detail refer to the code and its documentation.

3.3.7 Floatinq Point Packaqe

CGP transformation and clipping algorithms require float-
ing point arithmetic. The rotation algorithm also requires

trigonometric functions. Unfortunately Concurrent Euclid

does not support floating point, and doesn't have a mathe-
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matical library. CGP therefore provides a package to sup*

port floating poínt arithmetic and some basic floating point

functions. The following is a brief presentation of the

floating point package and its implementation.

3.3.7.1 Floating Point Implementatíon

The purpose of the floating point package is to define a

floating point data type and provide routines to operate

upon it. It must support the basic floating point opera-

t ions such as ÀDD, SUBTRACT, MULTI PLY, DMDE, ASSIGNMENT,

and COMPARISON. AdditionaIly, conversion routines must be

supplied to aIlow Concurrent Euclid programs to initialize
floating point data.

The data type provides storage for the floating point

representation used by the computer's instruction set.26 The

PDP-11/03, upon which the current implementation runs, has a

simple floating point chip called the FIS. The FIS provides

4 floating point instructions, namely: add, subtract, di-
vide, and multip1y. These instructions operate on PDP-11

standard format, single precision real numbers. This repre-

sentation gives 24 binary digits of precision or a little

better than 7 decimal digits. These numbers range in magni-

tude from 2 to the -128th power to 2 Eo the 127th power.

26 If the instruction set doesn't support floating
appropriate representation must be chosen for
implemented floating point operations.

point an
so f twa re
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point package (f'p) def ines and exports the type

floating numbers.

The operations "add", "subtract", "multipIy" and "di-
vide" are implemented in simple assembly language routines

which can be called from CE programs. The compare operation

is defined in a similar manner. Its result is based upon

the hardware condition codes v¡hich are set as the result of

subtracting the two operands.

The conversion routines are used to convert integers and

numeric character strings to and from the REAL data type.

They provide a convenient means for the programmer to ini-
tialize and inspect REÀL variabl-es.

3.3.7.2 Floating Point Functions

CGP requires sine and cosine functions to perform rota-

tions. Due to the geometric nature of graphics, many appli-
cations require trigonometric and other floating point func-

tions to perform their calculations. Therefore, the

floating point package includes the following functions:

r Trigonometric functions SIN, cos, TAN, ARCSIN,

ÀRCCOS, ARCTÀN

o Negate - negates a REAL

o Modulus returns the remainder of the division of two

REÀLS
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o Truncate - returns the integer portion
o Square Root returns the square root

o Absolute Value returns the absolute

r Inverge - returns the mulLiplicative

ofa

ofa

value

r. nve r se

REÀL

REÀL

of a REÀL

of a REAL

It þ¡as necessary to implement these functions since there

vrere no available mathematical libraries for the PDP-11/03

at the U of M. The availability of such a library, even if
written in FORTRÀN or C, would make their implementation by

CGP redundant.

The inverse trigonometric functions and the square root

function use algorithms based upon those in the FORTRAN IV

mathematical 1ibrary27 and the Handbook of Mathematical

Functions with Formulas, Graphs, and Mathematical Tab1es.28

These algorithms are designed specifically for computer ap-

proximations. They are designed for maximum accuracy and

efficiency. For further detail on these algorithms consult

the code, its documentation and the references.

AII the facilities of the floating point package can be

accessed from Concurrent Euclid programs. The FP package is
part of CGP but can be used separately by CE programs which

reguire floating point, but not graphics.

27 FoRTR66

28 ÀBRÀM68



Chapter IV

IIIHE CGP APPLICATION INTERFÀCE

This chapter describes the CGP application interface. It
is intended to serve as a CGP application programmer's ref-

erence guide. The chapter describes the CGP data types,

constants, procedures and functions.

The CGP application interface consists of gIobal data

types, globaI constants, and the interfaces to two Concur-

rent EucIid modules. A modul-e consists of types, constanLs,

variables, procedures, functions, serializíng monitors, and

other modules. These entities are only visible within the

module itself unless they have been exported. This chapter

discusses only the exported entities since the others are of

no concern to the application program.

This chapter is organized into three sections. The first

describes the global types and constants, the second de-

scribes the Graphics Package (Cp) module (which performs att
graphics processing), and the third describes the Floating

Point (r'p) module (which provides support for floating
point).
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4.1 GLOBAL TYPES ÀND CONSTÀNTS

The global constants are used to

sizes of certain data structures.

found to be inadequaLe they can be

internal data structures base their
Therefore, the GP module must be

stants are adjusted. The constants
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set upper bounds for the

I f these upper bounds are

adjusted. Some of GP's

size on these constants.

recompiled when the con-

are:

record

1. polyMaxEdges - the maximum number of edges that can

be handled by the FILLAREÀ primitive.

2. maxMenuf¡en the maximum length of a menu prompt

string used for the CHOICE input device.

3. maxSÈringlen - the maximum length of the prompt and

input character strings handled by the STRING input

device.

Variables declared with CGP globaI data types may be ma-

nipulated by the application as well as by the graphics

package. These types are presented in Concurrent EucIid

Syntax. The global types ares

PI a CGP poÍnt.1

pervasive
var x:
var y:

end record

type Pt
S i gnedl nt
S i gnedl nt

2. PoIyPts array of points.

pervasive type PolyPts array l..polyMaxEdges of Pt
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3 Rectangle describes a rectangle.

4. TMt,x CGP transformation matrix.

pervasive
var min
var max

end record

type Rectangle
:Pt
:Pt

record

= record
I scale X/rotate 1 x
I rotate 2 Y
{ rotate 2 ,<

{ scale Y/rotate 1 Y
{ translate x
I translate Y

pervasive type TMtx
var sX : FP.ReaI
var rY : FP.Real
var rX : FP.ReaI
var sY : FP.ReaI
vär tX : FP.Real
var tY : FP.ReaI

end record

r11
r12
r21
r22
tx
ty

]
]
]
]
]
]

The remainder of CGP

plications are exported

and constants required by ap-

modules.

type s

by cGP

4.2 GP - THE GRÀPHICS PACKAGE MODT'LE

The GP module defines and exports the Graphport data

type. The details of its internal structure are not impor-

tant to the application because graphport variables can only

be manipulated by the GP module.

The following sections describe the GP procedures and

functions which are available to the application. The de-

scription of each routine includes: the routine's header, a

description of each parameter, the purpose of the routine,

and the errors codes which it may return.



4,.2.1 Graphport Initialization Routines

Procedure Open(var g : Graphport)

Parameters: g - graphport to be initialized
Purpose : Prepares a graphport for gra?hicaf \/O by

initializing al1 graphport fields with
appropriate default values.

Er ror s none

4.2.2 OutpqL Primitive Routines

ProcedurePolyLine(varg :Graphport,
vPts s array l..parameter of Pt,
numPts: Signedlnt)

Parameters: g - graphport to be used for drawing
wPts - world coordinate end points of the

lines to be drawn
numPts - number of input points in the array
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PolyLine draws the seguence of straight Iines
that connect the points of the array "wPts".
PoIyLine attributes, viewing and modelling
specifications are extracted from the graphport
ttg tt .

1 1 invalid number of input points

Purpose

Er ror s

ProcedurePolyMarker(varg :Graphport,
rPts 3 array l..parameter of Pt,
numPts: Signedlnt)

Parameters: g graphport to be used for drawing
wPts - world coordinate points to be marked
numPts - number of input points in the array

Purpose PolyMarker draws marker symbols centered at the
points specified in the array "wPts".
PolyMarker attributes, viewing and modelling
specifications are extracted from the graphport
ttgtt.

Er ror s : 11 invalid number of input points
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ProcedureFillArea(varg :Graphport,
rPts i array 1. n

numPts: Signedlnt

Purpose

Er ror s

yarameter of Pt,

Parameters: g graphport to be used for drawing
wPts world coordinate points of the polygon

to be filled
numPts - number of input points in the array

FillÀrea draws the polygon which is formed by
connecting all the points in the array "wPts".(note: The last point is connected to first
point. ) FilIArea attributes, viewing and
modelling specifications are extracted from the
graphporL "9".
11 invalid number of input points

Procedure BoundaryFill(g : Graphport,
p : Pt,
bound : Shortlnt)

Parameters: g - graphport to be used for drawing
p world coordinate point designating

the interior of the boundary region
bound the boundary colour index bordering

the region

Purpose : BoundaryFill fills the interior of the specified
region with the fill colour specified by the
graphport's FILL output attribute. Viewing and
modelling specifications are extract.ed from the
graphport "9".

Er ror s none
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Procedure Text(g ¡
string 3

textPos ¡

Parameters: g
string
textPos

Graphport,
array l..parameter of
Pr)

graphport to be used for
text to be displayed
world coordinate starting
the text

Char,

draw i ng

point for

Purpose

Er ror s : none

Procedure ClearGP(g : Graphport)

g graphport to be cleared

CIearGP erases all objects currently displayed
in the graphport "9" by setting the entire
viewport to the graphport's background colour.

Er ror s : none

4.2.3 Work s tation Output Routines

Text displays the specified character string
beginning at the location defined by the the
point "textPos". The direction of the text is
that specified by the graphport's Text Direction
output attribute. Viewing and modelling
specifications are extracted from the graphport
ttgtt.

Parameters:

Purpose :

Procedure CIearI{S

Parameters: none

Purpose : ClearWS clears the display surface
to the colour corresponding to the
0.

by setting it
colour index

Er ror s : none
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Procedure SetColour (colour
redVaI
bLueVal
greenVal

: Shortlnt,
: Shortlnt,
: Shortlnt,
: Shortlnt)

Parameters: colour colour index for the table entry
to be altered

- red intensity
blue intensity
green intensity

redVaI
blueVal
greenVal

Purpose SetColour
specified

resets the colour mixture for the
colour index.

Er rors none

Procedure tnqColour( colour
redVaI
blueVaI
greenVal

: Shortlnt,
: Shortlnt,
: ShortlnÈ,
: Shortlnt)

var
var
var

Parameters: colour colour index for the table entry
t.o be ret r i eved
red intensity
blue intensity
green intensity

redVal
blueVal
greenVal

Purpose : InqCoIour
specified

retrieves the colour mixture of the
colour index.

Er rors none

4.2.4 Outout Prinitive Attribute Routines

GP exports colour index constants which can be used with

the CGP default colour lookup table. These constants are:

bIack, white, red, green, bIue, ye11ow, and XORcolour.
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procedure SetBColour (var g : Graphport' colour : Signedlnt)
parameters: g graphport for which atcribute is to be

altered
colour new colour index for colour attribute

Purpose SetBCoIour resets the graphport's background
colour index. The CIearGP procedure fills the
entire viewport with the corresponding coLour
when clearing the graphport.

Error s none

Procedure InqBColour (g : Graphport, var colour

Parameters: g graphport from which colour
to be retrieved

colour current value of the colour
returned to the caIler

Purpose : IngBCol-our retrieves the graphport's
background colour index.

: Signedlnt)

attribute is
attr ibute

current

: Signedlnt)

attribute is
attribute

Er ror s : none

Procedure SetLColour (var g 3 Graphport' colour I Signedlnt)

Parameters: g graphport for which attribute is to be
altered

colour new colour index for colour attribute

Purpose : SetLColour resets the graphport's line colour
index. This colour is used by the Polyl,ine
primitive when drawing lines for this graphport'

Er ror s : none

Procedure InqLColour

Parameters: g

colour

(g : Graphport, var colour

graphport from which colour
to be retrieved
current value of the cofour
returned to the calIer

Purpose

Error s : none

InqlColour retrieves the graphport's current
line colour index.
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Proceðure SetFColour (var g : Graphport, coLour : Signedlnt)

Parameters: g grapirport f or which actribute is to be
altered

colour - nelr colour index for colour attribute
Purpose SetFCoIour resets the graphport's fill colour

index. This colour is used by the FillÀrea and
BoundaryFill primitives when drawing polygons
and regions for this graphport.

Error s none

Procedure InqFColour (g : Graphport, var colour :

Parameters:

Purpose :

g graphport from which colour
to be retrieved

colour current value of the colour
returned to the caller

InqFCoIour retrieves the graphport's
fill colour index.

Signedlnt )

attribute is
attribute

cur rent

: Sígnedlnt)

attribute is

attr ibute

cur rent

Er ror s : none

Procedure SetMColour (var g ! Graphport, colour : Sígnedlnt)

Parameters: g graphport for which attribute is to be
altered

colour - new colour index for colour attribute
Purpose SetMCoIour resets ttre graphport's marker colour

index. This colour is used by the PolyMarker
primitives when drawing markers for this
graphport.

Er ror s none

Procedure InqMColour (g : Graphport, var colour

Parameters: g graphport from which colour
to be retrieved

colour current value of the colour
returned to the caller

Purpose : lnqMColour retrieves the graphport's
marker colour index.

Er ror s none
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style must be equal to one of the
following exported line style constants:

I ineSol id, I ineDash, 1 ineDot , or
I i neDashDot

Purpose : SettStyle resets the graphport's line style.
The line style is used by the PolyLine primitive
when drawing lines for this graphport.

Error s z7 invalid line style

Procedure SetLStyIe

FarameÈers: g

style

Procedure InqÍ.Style

Parameters: g

style

(var g : Graphport, style : Shortlnt)
attribute is to begraphport for which

altered
new line style

(g : Graphport, var styJ.e : Shortlnt)
graphport for which line style is to
be retrieved
current graphport line style returned
to the caller

Purpose

Er rors

Procedure SetFStyIe

Parameters: g

style

Purpose

Er ror s 9

: InqLStyle retrieves the graph
style attribute and returns i
none

rt's current Iine
to the calIer.

po
t

(var g : Graphport, style : Shortlnt)
graphport for which attribute is to be
altered
new fiIl style
style must be equal to one of the
following exported fill style constants:

filISoIid, or fillHoIlow
SetFStyIe resets the graphport's fiIl sty1e.
The fill style is used by the FillArea primitive
when drawing polygons for this graphport.

invalid f i11 style
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Procedure InqFStyle

Parameters: g

style

(g : Graphport, var style : Shortlnt)
graphport for which fill style is to
be retrieved
current graphport fitl style returned
to the caller

Purpose

Er ror s

Procedure SetMSÈyIe

Parameters: g

style

Purpose

Er ror s :8

Procedure InqMStyle

Parameters: g

style

: InqFStyIe retrieves the graphport's current fill
style attribute and returns it to the caller.
none

(var g : Graphport, style ¡ Shortlnt)
graphport for which attribute is to be
altered
new marker style
style must be equal to one of the
following exported marker styLe
constants:

markerDot, markerCross, markerX,
markerÀsterisk or markerCircle

SetMStyIe resets the graphport's marker styIe.
The marker style is used by the PolyMarker
primitive when drawing markers for this
graphport.

invalid marker style

(g s Graphport, var style ¡ Shortlnt)
graphport for which marker style is to
be retrieved
current graphport marker style returned
to the caIler

Purpose : IngMStyle retrieves the graphport's
marker style attribute and returns
caller.

Er ror s none

current
it to the



Purpose SetTDirec resets the graphport's text direction.
The text direction attribute is used by the Text
primitive to determine the orientation of the
character sLrings that it displays within this
graphport.

Er ror s : 10 invalid text direction

Procedure InqTDirec(g : Graphport, var direc : Shortlnt)

Parameters: g graphport for which text direction is to
be retrieved

direc current graphport text direction returned
to the caller

Procedure SetTDirec

Parameters:9

di rec

Parameters: g
xMi n
xMax
yMi n
yMax

Purpose

Er ror s

: Signedlnt
: Signedlnt)
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(var g : Graphport, direc ¡ Shortlnt)
graphport for which attribute is to be
alte red
new text direction
direc must be equal to one of the
following exported text direction
constant s :

textRight, textleft, textUP or
textDown

cur rent
it to the

Purpose InqTDirec retrieves the graphport's
text direction attribute and returns
cal ler .

Er ror s : none

4.2.5 Viewino Routines

ProcedureSetl{indor(varg :Graphport,
xMin : Signedlnt, xMax
yMin : Signedlnt, yMax

graphport
minimum x
maximum x
min imum y

- maximum y

for which window is
world coordinate of
world coordinate of
world coordinate of
world coordinate of

to be set
window
w i ndow
w i ndow
window

SetWindow resets that graphport's world
coordinate window to the rectangle specified by
the parameters.

1 - invalid window specification
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Procedure InqWindor(g : Graphport,
var xMin : Signedlnt, var xMax :
var yMin : Signedlnt, var yMax :

Signedlnt
Signedlnt )

is t.o beParameters: g graphport
ret r i eved
minimum x
maximum x
minimum y
maximum y

for which window

world coordinate
world coordinate
world coordinate
world coordinate

xMi n
xMax
yMin
yMax

of window
of windovr
of window
of window

Purpose : InqWindow returns the coordinates of
graphport' s world coordinate window
caller.

the
to the

Er rors : none

Procedure SetVÍewport(var g : Graphport,
xMin : Signedlnt, xMax
yMin : Signedlnt, yMax

: Signedlnt
r Signedlnt)

is to be setParameters: g
xMi n
xMax
yMi n
yMax

graphport for
NDC
NDC
NDC
NDC

which viewport
for viewport
for viewport
for viewport
for viewport

mrn rmum
max imum
min imum
max imum

x
x
v
v

Purpose : SetViewport resets that graphport's viewport to
the rectangle specified by the parameters.

Er ror s z2 invalid viewport specification

Procedure InqViewport(g :
var xMin :
var yMin :

Graphport,
Signedlnt, var xMax
Signedlnt, var yMax

r Signedlnt
: SigneöInt)

Parameters: g graphport
ret r i eved

- minimum x
- maximum x
- minimum y
- maximum y

for which viewport is to be

xMi n
xMax
yMi n
yMax

NDC for viewport
NDC for viewport
NDC for viewport
NDC for viewport

Purpose I nqVi ewport
graphport's

returns the coordinates of the
viewport to the caller.

Er ror s none



Procedure SetTrform(var g : Graphport, trans !
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Boolean )

option is

opt. i on .
n9.

Parameters: g

Purpose

Er ror s

trans

graphport for wnich transform
to be set
transformation option value ¡

true turns on transformations
false turns off transformations

Purpose : SetTrform sets the graphport's transformation
option. This either enables or disables viewing
and modelling transf ormations.

Er ror s : none

Procedure tnqTrform(g : Graphport, var trans : Boolean)

Parameters: g - graphport for which transformation
option is to be retrieved.

trans - transformation option value returned
to caller:

true transformations are enabled
false - transformations are disabled

Purpose InqTrform retrieves the graphport's
transformation indicator and returns it to the
caI]er.

Er ror s : none

Procedure SetClip(var g : Graphport' clip : Boolean)

Parameters: g - graphport for which clip option is to
be set

clip clip option value:
true turns on clipPing
false turns off clipping

: SetCIip sets that graphport's clipping
This either enables or disables clippi

none
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Proeedure InqClip(g

Parameters: g

cI iP

: Graphport, var clip : Boolean)

graphport for which clip option is to
be retrieved
clip option value returned to caller:

true clipping is enabled
false clipping is disabled

Purpose InqClip retrieves the
indicator and returns

graphport's cJ.ipping
it to the caller.

Er ror s : none

4.2.6 Modellinq Routines

Procedure SetTll(var g : Graphport, trans : TMtx)

Parameters: g - graphport in which the CTM is to be
replaced

trans - new modelling transformation matrix

SetTM replaces the current modelling
transformation matrix (Cr¡¡) wittr the matrix
supplied by the calLer.

Purpose :

Error s : none

Procedure TrformTM(var g : Graphport, trans : TMtx)

Parameters: g graphport in which the CTM is to be
modi f ied
modelling transformation matrixtrans

Purpose TrformTM applies the transformations supplied
the "trans" input matrix to the current
modelling transformation matrix (Cttt). The
graphport's PRE/POST MULTIPLY option is used
determine the order in which to compound the
matrices

by

to
two

Error s none
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Procedure fnqTM(g

ParameLers: g

trans

: Graphport, var trans ¡ TMtx)

graphport for which the CTlf is to be
ret r i eved
current modelling transformation matrix
returned to caIler

Purpose : InqTM reLrieves the current,
transformation matrix (cru)
the caller.

modelling
and returns it to

Er ror s none

ProcedureSetTrtateTM(varg :Graphport'
x : Signedlnt, y : Signedlnt)

Parameters: g graphport in which the translation is
to be set
horizontal translation factor
vertical translation factor

x
v

Purpose SetTrIateTM replaces the current modelling
transformation matrix (Ctt'l) with a matrix which
wilI perform the translation transformation
requested by the caller.

Er ror s none

ProcedureTrlateTM(varg sGraphport,
x :Sigñedlnt'y:Signedlnt)

Parameters: g graphport in which the translation is
to be applied applied
horizontal- translation factor
verlical translation factor

x
v

Purpose : TrlateTM adds the specified translation to the
current transformation matrix (Cru). The
graphport's PRE/POST MULTIPLY option determines
the order in which the transformations of the
CTM and the ner{ translation are compounded.

Er ror s none
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ProcedureSetScaleTM(varg :Graphport,
x :FP.ReaIry:FP.ReaI)

Parameters: g graphport in which the scaling
transformation is to be set

x horizontal scaling factor
y vertical scaling factor

Purpose

Er rors none

Procedure ScaIeTM(var

Parameters: g

: Graphport,
: FP.ReaI , y : FP.Real)

scal i ng
t rans f ormat i on

PRE/POST MULTIPLY
which the
the nevr scal ing

SetScaleTM replaces the current modelling
transformation matrix (ctu) with a matrix which
wilI perform the scaling transformation
requested by the caller.

g
x

v

graphport in which the scaling
transformation is to be applied
horizontal scaling factor
vertical scaling factor

Purpose

Error s : none

ProcedureSetRotateTlf(varg :Graphport,
radians : FP.Real)

ScaleTM applies the specified
transformation to the current
matrix (Ctu) . The graphport's
option determines the order in
transformations of the CTM and
transf ormation are compounded.

Parameters: g

radian s

Purpose

Error s : none

- graphport in which the rotation is to
be set
rotation factor
number of radians to rotate

- +ve rotates in anticlockwise direction
- -ve rotates in clockwise direction

SetRotateTM replaces the current modelling
transformation matrix (cru) wittr a matrix which
wiIl perform the rotation transformation
reguested by the caller.



ProcedureRotateTM(varg :Graphport,
radians : FP.ReaI)

Parameters: g

radians

Purpose

Errors : none

Procedure SetMuLt(var

Parameters: g

mult

Purpose

Errors : none

1s5

- graphport in which the rotation is to
be applied
rotation factor
number of radians to rotate

- +ve rotates in anticlockwise direction
-ve rotates in clockwise direction

RotateTM applies the specified rotation to the
current transformation matrix (Cfu). The
graphport' s PRE/POST MULTIPLY option determines
the order in which the transformations of the
CTM and the new rotation transformation are
compounded.

g : Graphport, mult : Boolean)

graphport for which the modelling
transf ormation multipl ication option
is to be set
new multiplication option setting
mult must be equal to one of t.he
following exported constants :

pre - premultiply
post - postmultiply

SetMult sets the graphport's transformation
multiptication option. PRE causes new modelling
transforms to be applied so that they become the
first transforms, while POST causes them to be
the last.



Purpose

Er ror s none

4.2.7 Transf ormation Utilitv Routines

Procedure TMuIt(t1 : TMtx, t2 ¡ TMtx, var product : TMtx)

Procedure f nqliult (S

Parameters: g

mult

Parameters: t1
L2
product

Purpose

Er ror s : none

Procedure InverÈMtx (tm

Parameters: tm
inverse
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: Graphport, var mult : Boolean)

grapirport f or which the modell ing
Lransf ormation multiplication option
is to be retrieved
current mult.iplicatron option setting
returned to caller
mult will be equal to one of the
following exported constants :

pre premultiply
post postmultiPly

InqMu1t retrieves the graphport's
mult.iplication option and returns
ca1Ier.

transformation
it to the

matrices, "t1 " and
matrix which is

first transformation matrix
second transformation matrix
the product transformation matrix
which results from multiplying t1 by
L2.

TMuIt multiplies the two input
"L2" , to produce the "product"
returned to the ca1ler.
(product = t1 +.x i-2)

: TMtx, var inverse : TMtx)

transformation matrix to be inverted
inverse of tm

inverts a transformation matrix.Purpose

Er ror s

: InvertMtx

: none
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Procedure TrformPt(tm : TMtx, fromPt : Pt, var topt : Pt)

Parameters: tm transformation macrix to be used in
the transformation
point to be transformed
transformed point returned to caIIer

f romPt
toPt

Purpose TrformPt transforms the point "fromPt" by
applying the transformations of the matrix "tm"
to it. The resulting point "toPt" is returned to
t,he calIer .

Er rors : none

Procedure Calct-lapping(var tm : TMtx,
froml{d : Rectangle
toWd : Rectangle

,
)

Parameters: tm transformation matrix returned to
ca 1 ler

fromWd window to be mapped from
toWd window to be mapped to

Purpose CalcMapping produces a transformation matrix
which can be used to transform points from the
coordinate system designated by "fromWd" to the
coordinate system designated by "towd".

Er ror s : none

4.2.8 Input Routines



ProceöureSetLocator(varg :Graphport,
initPosn : Pt,
echoÎype : Shortlnt)

Parameters: g

i n i tPosn

echoType

Purpose

Er rors

Parameters: g

i n i tPosn

echoType

Purpose

Er ror s

1s8

graphport f or which l-ocator i s to
be init ialized
initial Iocator position (in world
world coordinates)
echoing technique to be used
must be one of the following exported
constants:

IocTrackCross, IocCrossHair,
IocRubberband, locRectangle,
locSketch, noEcho

g : Graphport,
var initPosn : Pt,
var echoType : Shortlnt)

graphport for which locator status
is to be retrieved
initial locator position (in world
world coordinates)
echoing technique being used

: SetLocator initializes the graphport's locator
device. It is used to tailor the locator
echoing style for request mode interactions.
3 invalid locator echo type

Procedure Inqlrocator (

InqLocator retrieves the graphport's locator
device setting. This setting determines the
echoing style for locator request mode
interactions.
none



procedure Reqlocator(var g : Graphport, var locator : Pt)

ParameEers: g - graphporr to be used for input
process ing

Iocator - locator point returned to caller
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Reqlocator performs a REQUEST operation upon the
graphport's locator device. The locat,or will be
tracked using the current echo type until the
user selects a point (via the locator's
trigger). The selected point will be transformed
into the graphport's world coordinate system (if
transformations are enabled) and returned to the
caller.
6 - invalid echo position

the initial echo position was not within
the graphport's current window.

Purpose

Er ror s

Procedure SarnpleLocåtor(var g : Graphport, var locator : Pt)

Parameters: g graphport to be used for input
processing

locator - locator point returned to call-er

SampleLocator performs a SÀMPLE operation upon
the graphport's locator device. The current
focator position is immediately retrieved from
the device. (echoing is not provided. ) ttre
Iocator position witl be transformed into the
graphport's world coordinate system (if
transformations are enabled) and returned to the
caIler.

Purpose

Er ror s none
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Parameters: g

initChoice
echoType

echoPosn
menuStr

Purpose

Er ror s

Procedure InqChoice(

Procedure SetChoíce(var g i
initChoice 3

echoType ¡
echoPosn ¡
menuStr :

Graphport,
Signedlnt,
Shortlnt,
tD+

packed array
l..parameter of Char)

graphport for which choice is to
be initialized
initial choice value
echoing technique to be used

- must be one of the following
exported constants:

choiceButtons, choiceMenu
echoing position

- menu character string to be used
for the choice menu echoing
techn ique

g : Graphport,
initChoice : Signedlnt,
echoType : Shortlnt,
echoPosn ¡ Pt,
menuStr : packed array

l..parameter of Char)

graphport for which choice status
is to be retrieved
initial choice value

- echoing technique being used
- echoing position
- choice menu character string

: SetChoice initializes the graphport's choice
device. It is used to tailor the choice
echoing style for request mode interactions.
4 invalid choice echo type

var
var
var
var

Parameters: g

Purpose

Er ror s

initchoice
echoType
echoPosn
menuSLr

InqChoice retrieves the graphport's choice
device setting. This setting is used to
determine the echoing style used for request
mode interact ions.

none
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Proceöure ReqChoice(var g :
var choice 3

Parameters: g
choice

Purpose

Er ror s :6

12

Procedure SampleChoice(var g

Parameters: g
choice

Purpose

Er ror s

Parameters: g

initstring
echoType

echoPosn

Purpose

Error s

ReqChoice performs a REQUEST operation on the
graphport's choice device. The choice wiIl be
tracked using the current echo type until the
user has made a selection (via the choice's
trigger). The selection is then returned to the
caller "

Graphport,
Signedlnt )

graphport to be used for
choice value returned to

i nput
caI ler

var choice
I
)

graphport to be used for input
choice value returned to caller

: Graphport,
s packed array

1 . .¡)arameter of char,
: Shortlnt,
: Pt)

graphport for which string is to
be initialized
initial string value
echoing technique to be used

- must be one of the following
exported constants:

stringEcho, noEcho
echoing position

5 - invalid string echo type

invalid echo position
the echo position is not within the
graphport's current window
invalid number of choices
less than 2 choices were presented to
the user.

: Graphport
: Signedlnt

SampleChoice performs a SAMPLE operation on the
graphport' s choice device. The choice' s current
selection is immediately retrieved and returned
to the caller. (No echoing is provided.)

none

Procedure Setstring(var ginitstr ing

echoTyPe
echoPosn

: Setstring initializes the graphport's string
device. It is used to tailor the string echoing
style for request mode interactions.
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Procedure InqString(

Parameters: g
string

Purpose

Er rors

var

var
var

g
iniÈstring
echoType
echoPosn

: Graphport,
: packed array

l..parameter of char,
: Shortlnt,
: Pt)

Parameters: g

initstring
echoType
echoPosn

Purpose

Er ror s : none

Procedure Reqstring(var g :
var string :

graphport for which string status
is to be retrieved
initial string value
echoing technique being used
echoing position being used

InqString retrieves the graphport's string
device setting. This setting is used to
determine the echoing style used for request
mode interactions.

Parameters: g
string

Purpose

Er ror s

Procedure SampleString(var g :
var string 3

Graphport,
packed array
l..parameter of char )

graphport to be used for input
string value returned to caIler

ReqString performs a REQUEST operation on the
graphport's string device. The string will be
tracked using the current echo type until the
user indicates the end of the string with a
carriage return. The input string is then
returned to the calIer.

invalid echo position
the echo position is not within the
graphport' s current window

6

Graphport,
packed array
l..parameter of char)

graphport to be used for input
string value returned to caller

SampleString performs a SAMPLE operation on the
graphport's string device. The string's current
value is immediately retrieved and returned to
the caller. (No echoing is provided.)

none

l

I

l
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Procedure SetValuator(var g !
rnÍÈVal 3

echoType 3

echoPosn :

Parameters: g

initval
echoType

echoPosn

Purpose

Er ror s

Procedure InqValuator(
var
var
var

Parameters: g

initval
echoType
echoPosn

Purpose

Er rors

Graphport,
FP.ReaI,
Shortlnt,
Pr)

graphport for which valuator is to
be initialized
initial valuator val-ue
echoing technique to be used

- must be one of the following
exported constants!

valDigital, noEcho
echoing position

SetValuator initializes the graphport's valuator
device. It is used to tailor the valuator
echoing style for request mode interactions.
1 3 invalid valuator echo type

g:
initval 3

echoType :
echoPosn :

Graphport,
FP.Real,
ShortInt,
Pr)

graphport for which valuator status
is to be retrieved

- initial valuator value
- echoing technique being used

echo position being used

InqValuator retrieves the graphport's valuator
device setting. This setting is used to
determine the echoing style used for request
mode interactions.
none
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Procedure ReqValuator(var g : Graphport,
var val : FP.ReaI)

- graphport to be used for input
- valuator value returned to caller

ReqValuator performs a REQUEST operation on the
graphport's valuator device. The valuator will
be tracked using the current echo type until the
user indicates the current value is to be
returned (using the valuator's trigger). The
input value is then returned to the caller.
6 invalid echo position

the echo position is not within the
graphport's current window

Procedure SampleValuator ( var g : Graphport,
vaI s FP.ReaL)var

ParameLers: g
vaI

Purpose

Er ror s

Parameters:9
val

Purpose

Er ror s

4.2.9 Error Routines

ProcedurelnqError(varg :Graphport,
var error : sÍgnedlnt)

graphport to be used for input
valuator value returned to caller

SampleVal-uator perf orms a SAMPLE operation on
the graphport's valuator device. The valuator's
current value is immediately retrieved and
returned to the cal1er. (no echoing is
provided. )

none

Parameters: g

Purpose

Er ror s

graphport whose error
is to be retrieved
current error status

status code

codeer ror

InqError returns the graphport's current error
status code and then resets it to zero. À
nonzero code indicates the type of error that
was Iast encountered using this graphport.

none
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1¡.3 FP : THE FLOÀTING POINT PACKÀGE MODIILE

The FP module defines and exports the Rear data type.
The FP modure provides support for froating point arith-
metic. This incrudes routines for basic froating point op-

erations (such as addition) and some common floating point

functions (such as the trig functions).

The following sections describes the FP procedures and

functions which are available to the user. The description

of each routine includes: the routine's header, a descrip-

tion of each parameter, and the purpose of the routine.

4.3.1 Floatins Point Operations

Function Àdd(r1 : ReaL, t2 : ReaI) returns r : ReaI

Parameters: r1
r2

f irst operand
second operand

sum of 11 and 12

add two floating point numbers.
=11+r2)

Resultant:
Purpose :

r

To
(r

Function Sub(r1 : ReaI, t2 : ReaI) returns

Parameters: 11 - first operand
12 second operand

Resultant:r -differencebetweenrl
Purpose : To subtract two floating point

(r = 11 12)

r ¡ ReaI

and 12

numbers.
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Function Mult(r1 : Real, t2 ¡ ReaI) returns r : ReaL

operand
operand

Paramet,ers: r 1

r2
first
second

Resultant : r product of r1 and r2

floating point number byPurpose To multiply one
another.(r = r1 x 12)

Function Diviðe(r1 3

Parameters: r1
r2

ReaI, t2 : ReaI) returns r : ReaI

first operand
second operand

quotient of r1 divided by 12

one floating point number by

Resultant :

Purpose :

r-
To divide
another.
(r = 11 / 12)

Function Comp(r1 :
returns bol:

ReaI, relation : Shortlnt, 12 ¡ Real)
Boolean

Parameters: rl
relat ion

f irst operand
Iogical relation
the following relation constants
are exported by the module:

eq - equal
ne - not equal
It - less than
le - less than or equal
ge - greater than or equal
gt - greaLer than

second operandr2

Resultant

Purpose

bol result of the comparison (true or false)
: To compare

(boI = r1
two floating point
relation r2)

numbers.



4.3.2 Conversíon Routines

Funetion Float(i : Longlnt) returns r : ReaI

Parameters: i - integer to be converted

Resultant:r -floatingpointequivalent
Purpose : To covert an integer to a floating
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of trirt

point number.

Functíon Int(r : ReaI) returns i : L,onglnt

Parameters: r - real number to be converted

Resultant : i - integer closest to "r".
Purpose : To covert a floating floating point nurnber to

the closest integer.

Function Fromstring(s 3 packed array l..parameter of Char)
returns r : ReaI

Parameters: s character string representing a real
number.
must be of the form:
<blanks>(- ) <aigits>. <digits><end char>
where:
<blanks> are 0 or more leading blanks(-) an optional minus sign
<digits> are 0 or more digits
<end char> is nonnumeric termination

character

Resultant ;

Purpose :

r

To covert a numeric
floating number.

character string to a

floating point representation of S
il il
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ProcedureToString( rsReaI,
var s : packed array 1..s!'lax of Char)

Parameters: floating point number to be converted
character string representation ofrrr't returned to caIIer
will be of the form:
<blanks>( -) <aigits>. <digits><end char>
where:
<blanks> are 0 or more padding blanks
(-) a minus sign (if negative)
<digits> are 0 or more digits
<end char> $$E (null) termination

charac ter

r
s

Purpose To covert
cha rac te r

a floating point number to its
str ing representat ion .

4.3.3 ll,athematical Functions

Function Sin(x

Parameters: x

Resultant : r

Purpose : To

Function Cos(x

Parameters: x

Resultant : r

Purpose : To

Function Tan(x

Parameters: x

Resultant : r

Purpose : To

: ReaI) returns r
sin operand in

sin x

calculate the sin

: ReaI) returns r
cos operand in

cos x

calculate the cos

: Real) returns r
tan operand in

tan x

calculate the tan

: ReaI

radrans

of x.

: Real

radians

of x.

: Real

radians

ofx
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Function ÀrcSin(x : Real) returns r : ReaI

Parameters: x arc sin operand (-t <= x <= 1)

Resultant : r - arc sin of x in radians
Purpose : To calcul_ate the arc sin of x.

Function ArcCos(x : ReaI) returns r : Real

Parameters: x arc cos operand (-l <= x <= 1)

Resultant : r arc cos of x in radians

Purpose : To calculate the arc cos of x.

Function ArcTan(x : ReaI) returns r : Real

Parameters: x arc tan oPerand

Resultant : r - arc tan of x in radians

Purpose : To calculate the arc tan of x.

FuncÈion DegtoRad(degrees ¡ ReaI) returns radíans : ReaI

Parameters: degrees - a number of degrees

Resultant : radians - number of radians corresponding to
ttdegreestt

Purpose : To convert degrees to radians.

Function RadtoDeg(radíans : ReaI) returns degrees : ReaI

Parameters: radians - a number of radians

Resultant : degrees - number of degrees corresponding tot'radianstt

Purpose : To convert radians to degrees.

Function Negate(r

Parameters: r

Resu1tant : neg

Purpose : To

: ReaI) returne

- floating point

- negated rrrrt
(neg = -r)

neg : ReaI

number to be negated

negate a floating point number.
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Function Abs(r

Parameters: r

Resultant : pos

Purpose

: ReaI) returns pos

floating point

absolute value
(pos = Irl)
the absolute

: ReaI

number

of rtrrr

value of a floating pointTo Lake
number.

Function Trunc(r : ReaI) returns t : ReaI

Parameters: r - floating point number

Resultant: t integer portion of rrr'

Purpose : To truncate a floating point number"

Function Sqrt(r : ReaI) returns root : ReaI

Parameters: r - floating point number

Resultant : root square root of rr r 'r

Purpose : To calculate the square root of a
number

floating point

Function Inverse(x : ReaI) returns inv : ReaI

Parameters: x floating point number

Resul-tant : inv - multiplicative inverse of rrxrr

Purpose : To calculate the nultiplicative inverse ofa
number.

Function Modulus(r1 : Real, t2 ¡ real ) returns mod : Real

Parameters: r1 first oPerand
12 second operand

Resultant : mod remainder of dividing 11 by t2.

Purpose : To calculate the remainder when dividing one
floating Point number bY another.

floating point
(inv = 1/x)
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Pac kage

Chapter V

CONCI,USION

final chapter evaluates the Concurrent Graphics

in terms of its original objectives and outlines
some areas in which further development could be pursued.

5.1 REST'LTS

The design and implementation phases successfully ad-

dressed the original CGP objectives and design criteria.
The major objective r¡as to develop a "useful- and usable sys-

tem". This meant balancing the need to provide a full func-

tion graphics system with the need to keep the package small

and efficient. CGP provides the graphics facilities neces-

sary to support most graphics applications and yet is capa-

ble of running in a modest hardware configuration. The

hardware configuration which the current CGP implementation

runs on consj.sts of: a PDP-11/03 micro-computer with 48K of

memory, a DÀTACUBE raster graphics display processor, a col-
our monitor, a locator device, and a keyboard.

The second objective $¡as to provide a high degree of

software portabitity. CGP is a portable software system;

the application interface l-eveI contains no device nor im-

plementation dependencies, CGP's world coordinate system,

171
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output. primitives, and logical input devices shield the ap-

plication from device-dependencies. CGP maintains tight
controL upon interface data structures, such as the graph-

port, to ensure that applications will not be dependent upon

any particular definition. The CGP system code is also de-

signed to be portable. It is written in Concurrent Euclid,

a high-1eve1 portable programming language. The device-de-

pendencies of a CGP implementation are isolated in a few de-

vice-driving routines. Transporting CGP to a nelr hardware

configuration should therefore be quite straightforward, re-

quiring a minimal amount of change.

The CGP application interface provides a clear, consis-

tent user interface. Each CGP facility performs its single

task in a predictable manner and it does not have side ef-
fects. The approach to performing graphical I/O is consis-

tent with many other interactive graphics systems. This fa-
cilitates portability of graphic programming concepts,

making the system easier to learn. CGP provides an environ-

ment in which a progranmer can gradually learn about graph-

ics concepts and graphics programming without being dis-
tracted by low-level device control. The more sophisticated

application programmer can make use of CGP's more powerful

facilities, such as of multiple graphics environments, to

structure complex graphics applications.

To summarize, CGP satisfies its design criteria and ob-

jectives. It can support a broad range of graphics applica-

tions upon a broad range of processors.



5.2 FT'RTHER DEVELOPMENT

Às it stands,, CGP is a perf ectly useabl-e system,

there are areas in which it could be enhanced. These

hancements were considered during the original design of

but were rejected due to resource or other constraints.
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but

en-

CGP

The first two enhancements could be implemented in CGP's

current environment. The current CGP implementation uses an

integer world coordinate system. À floating point world co-

ordinate system may make it more attractive to certain ap-

plications. À floating point version of CGP could be imple-

mented without great difficulty.

CGP provides the application with the means to detect er-

rors occurring in the use of a graphport. However, this re-

quires that the application make error inquiries. Another

approach would be to allow the application to designate a

graphport error handling routine which CGP would call when

it detects an error.

The remaining enhancements could not all be supported by

the low end hardware configurations. They would best be in-
corporated in a higher level CGP (akin to the upper levels

of Core or GKS). The enhancements include:
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1 . PICK input device support, sLored segments, and

graphport priority.
2. Graphport storage systen. This would al1ow the con-

tents of a graphport to be written to a file and re-
stored at a later time.

3. Enhanced output primitive styles such as variabte

Iine widths and alternate fitl styles.
4. Enhanced text manipulation including character scal-

ing and rotation.
5. Event mode input for graphical input devices.

À higher level CGP containing these enhancements would be

quite feasible on most of today's small business computers

or larger personal computers. These micro-computers relieve
the memory constraint which made many of the enhancements

impossible in the original implementation.
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